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This issue closes on another very challenging and extraordinary
year while opening a new one under continuing restrictions to
life, worrying unknowns and increasing challenges for us all.
In the midst of Covid there have been many changes
in lifestyle patterns and one key one has been the move to
use less cash. This is understandable in terms of the concerns
surrounding hand washing as well, of course, as the many
related factors of lockdown, security and supply of cash in an
environment heavily promoting tapping and technology to
move consumers along at a pace.
That pace, however, has grown to see the introduction
of cashless transacting by a number of retail businesses,
notably coffee and food outlets. There is, of course nothing to
prevent any business taking such a trading decision provided
they inform their consumers in clear terms, through notices, in
advance of them making any purchase. Unfortunately, there
have been instances where this has not happened leading to
acrimony and frustration.
However, what is at the heart of such an option is the
impact on those who lose out under such circumstances. We
do not live in a cashless society. It is not a policy envisaged for
Ireland and for good reason. It is not necessarily in the best
interest of customers who rely on cash payments to pay their
way. This can be in the form of an allowance from a parent, a

cash payment from an employer, use of cash from savings while
unemployed or not engaging with queues in banks through
Covid - the varying degrees of importance are numerous and
practical.
Covid restrictions and actions being taken are
already impacting in a negative –and some would suggest,
discriminatory – way, on a number of consumers. It will be
important that, wherever possible, adherence to normal ways of
doing business are maintained and cash, for many customers, is
a big part of that norm.
To end on a positive note may I, on behalf of all at
the CAI, wish each and every one of you and your families and
friends a happy, healthy and peaceful Christmas 2021. And, for
2022, continued health and happiness in a world discovering
new ways of keeping Covid at a distance and the means to end it.
Nollaig Shona Daoibh Go Léir.
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News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

NEWS BRIEFS

It’s A Gift

I think that the latest feature added to the Alexa device is a wellconsidered one that has the potential to boost interest from a whole
new cohort of consumers. Amazon has introduced what it refers
to as Custom Sound Detection and with that it has added two
specific sounds detectors. The first is an alert to water running and
the second being that for appliance beeping. There are, of course,
more features added that include prescription refill reminders and
ultrasound motion detection, which will allow you to turn on lights
when close by or, alternatively, turn off heating when no motion is
detected. The potential to attend to a now cooked dish rather than
see it burned to a cinder or avoid an overflow and all the unpleasantness, not to mention cost, that that can bring in its wake, is pretty
impressive. Other new features include - Preference Teaching. This
provides a learning setup through which you can teach Alexa which
food or sports you prefer, restaurants you like and a whole lot more.
Of course, you need the latest model to avail of these services. Well
then, on a positive note – it is Christmas!

Round Of AppClause
I am staying with new and inventive technological offers that are wellconsidered and of real value to the user. In this context I think of the
app provided by US pharmacy chain CVS (the original US family ‘drug
store’ model). At the beginning of December, it launched across the
chain of almost 10,000 outlets nationwide the ‘Spoken Rx’ app feature
that reads aloud prescription information for pharmacy customers
who are blind or visually impaired. It is a simple process in which the
consumer scans an RFID label on the prescription container using the
CVS pharmacy app and then listens to all of the information about their
prescription from dosage to precautions and renewal. The company
developed ‘Spoken Rx’ in partnership with the American Council of
the Blind and is simply the latest addition to their accessibility options,
which already include Braille, audio and large-print accessible prescription labels available online.

SEAFARMING
Irish and British cattle farms are engaged in the rollout of seaweed feeding
as part of a project aimed at cutting their methane emissions. The trial team
estimate that this method of feeding could successfully reduce these emissions
by as much as a third. That team is being led by academics from Queen's
University, Belfast, and will involve the use of seaweed harvested from the
Irish and North Seas being added to animal feed in the participating farms.
This has been tried in both the US and Australia and their research has delivered results showing a reduction of up to 80% in gases from both cattle and
sheep. A key factor in the success of this research is that seaweed, indigenous
to the UK and Ireland, is generally brown or green and does not contain Bromoform. The team at the Institute for Global Food Security (IGFS) at Queen's
noted that our seaweed is also rich in active compounds, known as Phlorotannins, which are found in red wine and berries and that are anti-bacterial and
improve immunity. A heartening piece of information for us all as we head
for a walk by the sea this Christmas after a glass or two (a guided measure
only) of good red wine!
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G-Whizz
There is quite a lot going on up there. It is no surprise to us
that the final frontier has been a focus of attention for many
nations who have been sending monkeys, men, women and
massive materials into space and leaving a very significant
amount of dangerous equipment behind – floating up there!
This is affecting the orbit that our planet depends upon. Inactive
satellites and debris from these former space vehicles are now
proving to be a threat to our communication satellites as well as
to the International Space Station with the very real potential for

collision and damage. Fresh minds are looking at the problem
and an international group is looking at ways to resolve the issue.
An Australian company, Neumann Space, is working toward
recycling parts into rocket fuel – in space. Japanese company
Astroscale has demonstrated that it can use satellites to capture
pieces of debris - in space. US company Nanorocks is engaged in
advanced robotic capability to store and cut up the debris while
it is - in space. Impressive work and I could advise you to watch
this space but, really, that would be annoying and so I won’t.

REVISIONARY VISION
There was a time in Ireland when you could return bottles and jars for a refund. It was a logical system of
approach to manage waste and incentivise the consumer. That was in the 1950s. Now, seventy years later
and, apparently, a lot wiser (!), the Deposit Return Scheme (DRS) for plastic bottles and aluminium cans
will come into force in 2022. The regulation to facilitate this new initiative was signed into law in November.
What comes next are the appointment of an official national operator for the scheme and a setting out of
the all-important obligations on producers, retailers and return point operators under that scheme. The
aim of the scheme is to reduce single-use plastics, decrease litter and assist Ireland in meeting EU targets.
It is important to note that it is the drinks industry sector that will fund and operate the scheme. This, for
the consumer, is key as it follows therefore that it is also they who will determine the amount of the deposit.
It should be the primary consideration that there needs to be an incentive to make the consumer engage.
The burning question is will the deposit, set by the industry, be high enough to give the required incentive?
The next question is, if not, what will become of the continued litter, our EU target and, most importantly,
the unclaimed deposit? The scheme is expected to become operational across the country in the summer of
2022.

				
Meating Expectations
A flexitarian diet is primarily plant-based but with allowance
for small, occasional amounts of meat and dairy. It has been
described also as a casual approach to vegetarianism. This
may now change. Recently, a company called Redefine Meat
launched a new ‘meat’ product. This meat product contains
no animal product, whatsoever. This is not entirely new.
There are numerous plant-based meat alternatives on sale
to meet a surge in demand. But, this one is different. This
comes after significant and intense research and, notably,
comes in the form of a cut of meat – a large burger, a full
steak, a lamb chop – with the texture, with the appearance
and with the aroma of the real thing. It cuts as would a real
meat product and the company advises that all products
are “made from plant-based ingredients and are free from
GMOs, antibiotics, cholesterol and animal-based products”.
This 3D-printed product is attracting significant attention,
notably through its champion chef, Marco Pierre White, who
will be featuring the vegan steaks across his steakhouses
and restaurants in the UK. One to watch although, unfortunately, no turkey alternative is on offer for this year. Probably cannot find a printer large enough to take such a bird!
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by Clodagh O’Donoghue

FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
News
The myth of the five-second rule
With our pandemic-era heightened
awareness of hygiene and infection
prevention, it may be time to rethink the
five-second rule - or should we ever have
been applying it in the first place? The
five-second rule - also known as the
three-second rule or the ten-second
rule, depending on your appetite for risk
- suggests that if food falls on the floor,
we have five - or three or ten - seconds to
retrieve it before it gets contaminated with
invisible and harmful microorganisms and
becomes unsafe to eat. Pick it up within
the timeframe, however, and, according to
the rule, the item remains edible and you are
safe to pop it in your mouth.
		
Various studies have investigated
whether the rule is based in scientific fact
or if it is merely a convenient fiction and
one study published in the Applied and
Environmental Microbiology journal tested
128 scenarios using a mix of foods and floor
types to find a definitive answer. Four foods
were used in the experiments - watermelon,
plain white bread, buttered white bread
and gummy sweets - and each was dropped

from about five inches onto a number of
flooring types, including ceramic tiles, wood,
stainless steel and carpet. The number of
microorganisms that each food picked up
when it hit the floor varied according to the
food type and surface but some key findings
included the following:
• Watermelon picked up the most organisms,
regardless of flooring type.
• Gummy sweets picked up the least number
of organisms, regardless of flooring type.
• Longer contact times do indeed result in
more organisms attaching to the food.
• Food picks up contaminants from the floor
extremely quickly.
		
The researchers concluded
that wetness has the greatest impact - so
if either the food or the surface is wet,
this facilitates bacteria transfer, as the
bacteria are carried along with the moisture.
Moreover, although longer contact times

lead to more transfer, some transfer
takes place instantaneously, at less than
a second, ultimately disproving the fivesecond rule. Somewhat surprisingly, food
dropped on carpet picks up the least number
of microorganisms and so is theoretically
safest to eat - though, of course, it might
have bits of hair or fluff stuck to it, making it
less appetising.
		
All-island organisation safefood
also points to a separate US study of college
students that found that people were much
more likely to resort to the five-second rule
for sweet treats than for more healthful
items like broccoli or cauliflower. This
begs the question of whether we are eating
fallen food because we genuinely believe
it is safe and contaminant-free or because
we simply don’t want to go without it. As
safefood notes, scientific evidence has
shown that food that falls on the floor does
pick up bacteria and some bacteria can
cause serious illness - so, unfortunately, the
upshot is that the five-second rule is a myth.
So now you know.

The UFI code on everyday chemical products
Consumers, and particularly parents, need
to be aware of the UFI code on products
containing hazardous chemicals to help
to accurately identify them in case of
accidental poisoning or exposure. More
than half of calls to European poison
centres are in relation to children, and,
in the past, in 40% of calls received,
there have been problems in quickly and
accurately identifying the product involved,
leading to overcautious treatment. To
help remedy this problem, since January
2021, all new chemical products sold
to consumers in the EU must display a
unique formula identifier (UFI) code on
their label. For products already on the
market, there is a transition phase until
2025. The products affected include
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household cleaning products, detergents,
paints, adhesives, plant fertilisers and
pesticides. The 16-character UFI code is
linked to information about the product,
its uses, ingredients and toxicity and when
a caller can provide the code to the poison
information centre or emergency services,
they will be able to quickly identify the
product and advise accurately on the
correct treatment.
		
In November 2021, the European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA) launched an
EU-wide campaign to increase awareness
of the UFI code and to educate parents of
small children on where to locate the code
and how it can help in cases of accidental
poisoning. The UFI code should be clearly
displayed on a product’s label near its

trade or brand name or close to the hazard
information that includes, for example,
pictograms and advice on how to use the
product safely.
		
In Ireland, the National Poisons
Information Centre (NPIC), based in
Beaumont Hospital in Dublin, runs a
telephone information service for the
general public from 8AM to 10PM, seven
days a week on 01 8092166. Outside of
these hours, callers are advised to contact
their GP, local hospital or the emergency
services on 999 or 112. The NPIC also runs
a 24-hour information service for health
care professionals to advise on toxicity and
management of poisoning incidents.
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Health insurance
renewal time
For over half of the insured population,
renewal time for private health insurance
comes between November and March and
the Health Insurance Authority (HIA) has
recently launched a campaign to raise
awareness of the resources it can provide
to help consumers choose the best policy
for their needs. The HIA is the statutory
body that regulates the private health
insurance market in Ireland and it is also
responsible for providing information to
consumers in relation to their rights and
the health insurance plans and benefits
on offer.
		
More than 50% of those with
private health insurance are due to
renew their policies at around this time
and the HIA is taking the opportunity to
encourage consumers to review their plan
using its helpline and website, where
they can find impartial and independent
information on the health insurance
products on the Irish market. HIA CEO
Laura Brien notes that the percentage of
the Irish population with private health
insurance has increased to 47% as of
the end of September 2021, totalling 2.4
million people across the country. It is
particularly important that consumers
take the time to carefully consider their
policy choices at their next renewal, as
2021 saw 25 products withdrawn from
the Irish market. There are 250,000
consumers who are still on the retired
plans and who will have to choose a
new plan at renewal time. Moreover,
health insurance prices have risen by
an average of 4% in 2021, so consumers
need to ensure that their health care
cover is suited to their specific needs
and that it represents good value for
money. The average annual cost of
Irish health insurance paid by individual
policyholders in January 2021 was €1,342
for the under-65 age group and €1,936
for over-65s, according to switcher.ie,
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Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

"Health insurance prices have risen by an average of 4% in 2021, so consumers need to ensure
that their health care cover is suited to their specific needs and that it represents good value for
money."

which notes that monthly premiums can
be as little as €16 for a basic cash-only
scheme or as high as €753 per month for
a fully comprehensive plan. In contrast
to a health insurance plan that typically
covers all or part of your inpatient and
daypatient costs and may include some
outpatient benefits, a cash plan will
provide fixed monetary amounts for a
range of medical events, such as a fixed
sum per day spent in hospital, but these
are not linked to the costs incurred in
hospital as a private patient. The HIA
recognises that health insurance plans
are complex products and it aims to
help demystify related terms and help
consumers compare their options and
understand the cover available to them.
		
HIA figures also show that
around 74,000 people are currently paying
lifetime community rating loadings
with most of these aged 34 to 49 years.
Lifetime community rating is a system
whereby the premium that individuals
pay for their health insurance plan rises
with the age at which they enter the
private health insurance market, but it
does not vary in relation to their current
age. This means that a 50-year-old who
has held insurance since he or she was
30 would pay the same as a 30-year-old,
but a 50-year-old who purchases
insurance for the first time would pay
more than a 30-year-old. Younger people
tend to claim less on average so having
a continuing influx of younger people
into the market keeps premiums down
for everyone. Conversely, if people
wait until they are older before taking
out private health insurance, premiums
will increase for everyone. Since 2015,
loadings have been applied to people
aged over 34 years taking out inpatient
private health insurance for the first time.
These loadings apply for a maximum
period of ten years and are calculated at

2% of the gross premium for every year
after the age of 34 that the consumer
attained when they first bought inpatient
private health insurance. Thus, it may be
worth considering your health insurance
options sooner rather than later in life.
		
The HIA provides a comparison
tool on its website, hia.ie, that gives an
independent overview of the features,
benefits, prices and plan details of
regulated private health insurance
products currently on offer to consumers
in Ireland. The aim is to help consumers
to make informed decisions and find the
products that most closely match their
needs. It is, however, a guide only and
you will not be able to purchase health
insurance through the comparison tool.
Consumers who wish to purchase a plan
should contact the health insurance
provider and review all the plan’s terms
and conditions to ensure that they are
comfortable with them. The HIA’s plan
comparison tool can be found at www.
healthinsurancecomparison.ie and
information can also be obtained by
phone on 0818 929 166 or 01 406 0080.
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MYCU Debit Card for credit union members
A new credit union debit card and current
account was recently launched and made
available to more than 400,000 credit union
members across Ireland. Introduced by
CUSOP, the associated payment company of
the Irish League of Credit Unions (ILCU), the
MYCU Mastercard Debit Card and Current
Account allows members to complete and
manage all of their day-to-day banking
requirements with their credit union
while benefiting from a personal and local
customer experience. In 2021, credit unions
have again been voted as providing the best
customer experience in Ireland in the annual
CXi Awards - the sixth consecutive time they
have received this recognition.

		
Part of the Mastercard network,
the card enables members to access their
credit union account worldwide and can be
used to pay bills, withdraw funds or pay for
purchases online and offline at millions of
locations around the globe. The card itself is
designed vertically, reflecting how cards are
inserted into card machines and used to tap
and pay. An added feature is a semi-circular
indent on one side to assist members who
may be visually impaired.
		
ILCU President Helene McManus
has highlighted the importance to the
future of Ireland’s credit unions of the
ability to provide members with the level of
convenience and access to their finances

that the MYCU Debit Card delivers. Ms
McManus further notes that “given the
withdrawal of major financial institutions
from the Irish market and the reduction in
local branches of the remaining banks, credit
unions, more than ever, are being relied
upon to provide an alternative local service”.
		
The service was initially rolled
out to 16 of the largest credit unions across
Ireland covering 44 locations nationwide
with several more credit unions due to follow
suit in launching the service. To apply for the
MYCU Current Account and Debit Card, you
must be a member of a credit union and be
aged 16 years or older. Further information
can be found at mycu.ie.

						

Housing scheme for older homeowners
A new government-supported not-for-profit
housing scheme aims to help homeowners
aged over 60 years and living alone to
upgrade their homes while creating an
upstairs rental unit. Ava Housing is an
architect-led project that seeks to help
older people to stay in their own homes and
communities whilst downsizing within their
own living space and benefiting from a new
income stream to boost their retirement
income. Family-sized homes are reconfigured
to create a bedroom and bathroom on the
ground floor that will be suitable for the
homeowner’s changing needs and incorporate
energy upgrades to improve the property’s
energy efficiency. A rental unit created
upstairs will be offered to essential workers
employed in local hospitals, schools and other
essential services. Ava Housing will help
the homeowner to choose a suitable renter,
conduct background checks, and manage the
rental on behalf of the homeowner, collecting
rents and passing them on less an agreed 10%
management fee. Homeowners will qualify
for Rent-a-Room tax relief, so that they can
receive up to €14,000 in rental income each
year tax-free.
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The pilot scheme was developed
as a response to the government’s Homes
for Smart Aging Design Challenge and
seeks to facilitate greater independence
and a reduction in social isolation for older
people while providing accommodation
for an essential worker. Backed by funding
and the policy support of the Department of
Housing, Local Government and Heritage, the
scheme arranges grants towards the costs of
the home adaptation and energy upgrades.
The retrofitting costs can be significant at
an estimated €65,000 to €90,000 but Ava
Housing notes that homeowners would
expect to cover a substantial proportion
of the upfront cost through grants from
the Department and from the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland along with a
homeowner contribution. Two pilot homes
have been successfully completed in
Beaumont and Clondalkin in Dublin and, in
November 2021, it was announced that the
pilot would be expanded to up to ten houses
in the Beaumont/Artane area. Homeowners
interested in finding out more can view the
scheme’s website at avahousing.ie.

December
December2021
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Product/Tech News
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Brushing up on brushing
In the UK, more than one million households may have been affected
by Amazon-related ‘brushing’ scams, according to a new survey
conducted by our colleagues at Which. The UK consumer association
had noted a high number of reports of households being sent an
unexpected Amazon package that they did not order and it carried out
a nationally representative survey of almost 2,000 consumers that
found that 4% of respondents had received such a delivery - when
scaled up to a national level, this equates to 1.1 million consumers.
The items contained in these mystery parcels were an eclectic mix,
ranging from beauty products such as magnetic eyelashes and eyelash
serum, cheap electronics such as Bluetooth accessories, toys for pets
and children, iPhone cases, frisbees, medical gloves, LED lights and
more. What these items have in common is that they are all inexpensive
to ship in large volumes. Although receiving a free item in the post
may not seem like a problem, some households have been inundated
with these deliveries of unordered and unwanted goods, sometimes
receiving multiple packages in a day and being powerless to stop them
arriving. While some consumers report that the parcels are addressed
to unknown persons at their address, in some cases the packages were
addressed directly to them, raising concerns about who has access to
their personal details. So, what is going on?
		
The households that reported receiving mystery packages
in the Which survey are the victims of a scam known as ‘brushing’,
which involves unscrupulous third-party sellers or their agents sending
usually cheap-to-ship products to unsuspecting consumers and then
falsely recording it as a genuine Amazon sale in order to artificially
inflate sales volumes. The practice is aimed at exploiting Amazon’s very

competitive search ranking system for products, which favours items
with high sales volumes and good reviews. Consumers rarely search
beyond the first couple of pages of product results on the Amazon
website, so third-party sellers want to appear as high up the list as
possible. In addition to shipping products to households that have not
ordered them, some sellers take the scam a step further by creating a
fake Amazon account linked to the recipient’s address to ‘purchase’ the
product themselves and then post a glowing fake review.
		
Amazon says it is aware of brushing, which it says is carried
out by “bad actors”, using data from “external sources”. The company
estimates that less than 0.001% of Amazon orders are affected by
brushing and it claims that it has robust processes in place to prevent
abuse of its reviews and search rankings. However, the level of brushing
revealed by the recent survey suggests that Amazon should be doing
more to tackle the problem and ensure that consumers can trust that
the popularity and reviews of products on the online marketplace are
genuine and can be relied upon in making their purchasing decision.
		
Consumers do not need to return unsolicited items that
they receive and Amazon suggests that they donate them to charity
or dispose of them if they do not want to keep them. Given the safety
and security issues that can arise from, in particular, cheap electronics
items purchased online, consumers should be wary if they decide to
hold on to any products received. Amazon advises that consumers
should contact its customer service team immediately if they are sent
an unsolicited package so that action can be taken against sellers that
violate the company’s policies.

Boxing clever
Consumers can now recycle unwanted clothes at their local branch of popular fast fashion retailer Penneys. The company has launched a new
clothes recycling scheme with collection boxes installed in its 36 stores across Ireland. The Penneys Textile Takeback scheme will accept clothing,
footwear, bags and some textiles such as towels and bedsheets, from any brand in any condition. The items will then be collected, sorted and either
re-used, recycled or repurposed. The Penneys scheme has also been rolled out in the UK, Germany and Austria and follows the lead of other fashion
brands such as H&M and Zara.
			
The initiative comes in the wake of research from the company that found that a lack of drop-off locations for used clothing
is a barrier to recycling and that most consumers would be more likely to recycle if they could do so in a shop. Conducted by RED C Research &
Marketing, the survey of Irish consumers revealed that many are uncertain about the dos and don’ts of recycling, with nearly a quarter (23%)
unaware that clothing and footwear can be recycled at all. Encouragingly, 91% of survey respondents said that they recycled clothing and footwear
that can be re-worn, while 51% said they simply throw out old clothes that cannot be worn again. However, even clothes that have seen better days
should not end up in landfill as they can be repurposed into lower-value products, such as cleaning cloths or insulation material. Extending the lifecycle of clothes goes some way towards reducing the need for virgin materials and offsetting the massive environmental impact of the fast fashion
industry.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and
their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Potential of wearables for detecting irregular heart rhythms
Wearable devices like smartwatches and fitness trackers
today regularly incorporate a heart-rate monitor and
initial findings from a recent study have indicated that a
new algorithm designed to detect irregular heart rhythms
may offer a high degree of accuracy. The most common
arrythmia or irregular heart rhythm is atrial fibrillation (AF),
with estimates suggesting that it affects at least 3% of Irish
adults over 60 years of age and 6% of those over 70 years.
With atrial fibrillation, the heart beats in a disorganised
and irregular way and, although it is not immediately
life-threatening, it can lead to a range of potential
complications, including increased risk of heart failure or
stroke. However, because symptoms occur in less than half
of those with atrial fibrillation, many may not realise they
have it and the condition can go undetected and untreated.
		
Manufacturers of wearable devices have been
touting their products’ potential to detect asymptomatic
heart irregularities and alert owners to the need to follow
up with a medical professional. Accuracy and reliability are
key and manufacturers have been working to continually
improve their devices and demonstrate their effectiveness.
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is currently

reviewing the findings of a new study funded by fitness
tracker company Fitbit that claims to have successfully
detected undiagnosed atrial fibrillation in 98% of cases.
		
Around 455,000 fitness tracker users in the US
took part in the study, which was conducted by researchers
from Massachusetts General Hospital. A new algorithm
was used that, once activated, tracks the user’s pulse rate
during periods of inactivity, with possible atrial fibrillation
noted after at least 30 minutes of irregular heart rhythms.
As part of the study, once possible atrial fibrillation was
identified, the subject completed a telehealth consultation
with a doctor and was given an ECG (electrocardiogram)
patch to wear for a week alongside the fitness tracker.
During this week, the algorithm on the tracker was found
to pick up 98% of episodes of atrial fibrillation detected
by the ECG patch. According to the researchers, these
results suggest a high level of reliability with wearables and
that such algorithms could be applied extensively to help
identify undiagnosed atrial fibrillation and allow users to
obtain care before any devastating complications occur.
Fitbit is currently working with the FDA to obtain market
authorisation to allow the algorithm to be widely deployed.

Refreshing solution
A compact and portable new device from German manufacturer
Bosch claims it will rid your clothes of odours without the use
of heat, water or chemicals. The Bosch FreshUp harnesses the
“power of plasma” to not just mask smells in your garments by
applying a more powerful scent but to dissolve and neutralise
odour molecules. Using Bosch Plasma Technology, the FreshUp a small device about the size of a glasses case - releases active
plasma particles to safely break down simple odour molecules
on fabrics. The manufacturer notes that you may notice a
“special plasma smell” after using the device but says that this
will quickly fade away.
		
The rechargeable device changes colour as it works,
turning white when it is ready for action and purple when it is in
use. If the exterior flashes purple, it means that the fabric is too
wet, while a red colour means that something has gone wrong.
Eliminating the odours is not the same as cleaning your clothes
and you will not get a freshly laundered feel. Moreover, with no
heat used, this device cannot shift creases - so you cannot use
the FreshUp in place of your iron. It works by pressing firmly on
the fabric, so you will need a firm surface like an ironing board or table or you can use the device while actually wearing
the garment that requires deodorisation.
		
The FreshUp comes into its own if your clothes or other fabric items need a quick refresh, perhaps because you
have been sitting beside an outdoor fire or they have a musty smell from being left in a suitcase or crammed in a drawer
too long. A key benefit of this device is its portability and it could have uses for those who are travelling light and who
won’t have access to a washing machine or those who want to cut down on machine washing for environmental reasons.
A big drawback, however, is its hefty price tag of £249 (€294 approx.).
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Council / Common charger

		

Unplugged - Comprehensive Change
The CAI’s Dermott Jewell reflects on the journey towards a common
charging solution for mobile phones and similar devices.
Whilst it has been a point of frustration,
discussion, argument and intense
lobbying across many years, the issue
of the lack of a common charger for
electronic devices has remained as
an unacceptable and costly issue for
consumers. The Consumers’ Association
of Ireland (CAI) has engaged, to the best
of its ability, in the demand for change
and resolution and, specifically, through
support for the work and engagement of
ANEC in this area.
		
ANEC has put it plainly in its
most recent newsletter on this matter:
“With the support of other consumer
organisations, ANEC - the European
consumer voice in standardisation
- has been calling on the European
Commission for over a decade to make
common chargers mandatory for mobile
phones and similar devices.
		
For all too long, we and other
consumer organisations have been
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calling on manufacturers to provide
a common external power supply for
mobile phones and other devices. The
present plethora of chargers – both
within brands and among brands represents unnecessary costs to the
consumer in their direct (or implied)
purchase, and to the environment in the
extraction of the raw materials for their
construction and in their disposal.
		
We believe consumers should
have the choice to buy or not buy a
new charger each time a new device is
bought (so-called “unbundling opt-in”).
Consumers should be informed about
the possibility of using a charger they
already own at the point/moment of
sale.”
		
On the 23rd of September, 2021,
the European Commission announced its
proposal for a revised Radio Equipment
Directive. This was being taken in the
context of acting against e-waste and

consumer inconvenience - I would say
detriment - caused by the prevalence
of different, incompatible chargers for
electronic devices. The Commission
went on to plainly state that the years
of attempting to engage with industry
on a voluntary basis, while moderately
successful in some small way, did not
deliver a complete solution.
		
ANEC had never supported
a further voluntary approach. The
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) agreed between the European
Commission and most mobile phone
manufacturers in 2009, through
which the manufacturers committed
voluntarily to use one type of charger
(Micro-USB connector technology) was
not a success as it allowed the use of an
adaptor. Neither the consumer nor the
environment gained from the MoU. Not
only that but the MoU failed to address
the problem of unsafe chargers on
the market. RAPEX notifications from
December
December2021
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Council / Common charger

		

Member States show many chargers,
especially cheap ones, to be unsafe.
		
It was a significant step
forward, therefore, that this was
acknowledged and the proposal now,
finally, was for harmonised technology.
		
The Proposal includes the
provisions that:
• USB-C will become the standard port
for all smartphones, tablets, cameras,
headphones, portable speakers and
handheld videogame consoles. This
will eliminate brand device limitations
and would also ensure the prevention
of producers unjustifiably limiting the
charging speeds.
• There will be unbundling of the sale
of chargers from the sale of electronic
devices. This will limit the number of
unwanted chargers purchased and,
in many cases, left unused and left
clogging up drawers as they do in every
home and business.
• Importantly, producers will be
required to provide relevant information
regarding the charging performance and
power requirements, including detail
of whether or not it supported rapid
charging. ANEC commented that speed
was a key factor and fragmentation is
already happening, as several solutions
- open and proprietary - are already
present on the market. It was therefore
positive and appreciated that the
legislation addressed this point.
		
		
Unfortunately, the legislation
does not cover wireless charging
and ANEC (and the CAI) believe it is
important to extend its scope to wireless
charging systems, noting that many
smartphones can already use appliances
compliant with the Qi standard. This
is important if we truly are to avoid
fragmentation.
		
The effects will not be felt
overnight. A transition period of two
years from the date of adoption will
facilitate time for adaptation and
reconfiguring of design etc. There is no
doubt but that every effort will be made
for revision of this provision – at some
stage.
		
The reality of the inadequacy
of the situation lies in the background
statistics stated by the European
Commission in its announcement of the
protocol.
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• In 2020, approximately 420 million
mobile phones and other portable
electronic devices were sold in the EU.
• On average, consumers own three
mobile phone chargers.
• Consumers spend approximately €2.4
billion every year on phone chargers
that do not come with standalone
devices.
• Disposed of and unused chargers are
estimated to account for 11,000 tonnes
of e-waste every year.
		
Most consumer advocates,
including the writer, have been engaged
in seeking progress on and resolution
of this unacceptable situation for a
minimum of 15 years.
		
Pulling the plug on this
outrageous, money-making and e-wastegenerating practice will make a seismic
change in all of our lives – and those of
our children and theirs.

Dermott Jewell
Policy & Council Advisor
Consumers’ Association of Ireland
President
ANEC
.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Food sustainability

Sustainable Food Labelling
The CAI’s Raymond O’Rourke considers the EU’s move to a more sustainable food system and the need
for clear food labelling to enable consumers to assess sustainability credentials.
Consumer Choice readers will have read
my previous article about the EU’s Farm to
Fork Strategy (July 2020). The Farm to Fork
Strategy aligns with the overarching EU Green
Deal to fulfil UN Sustainability Goals on behalf
of the entire European Union. The Strategy
advocates a fundamental change in the way
agriculture operates and how food is produced
for, and provided to, EU consumers.
		
Irish consumers are more and more
seeking sustainable food options but, as a
BEUC survey in June 2020 demonstrated,
the lack of clear, reputable sustainable
information on food labels means that
consumers find it hard to assess the
sustainability credentials of similar food
products.
		
The Commission’s Farm to Fork
Strategy noted that a legislative proposal
would be published before the end of 2023 on
enhancing the sustainability of the EU food
system. The goal is to accelerate the transition
towards a more sustainable food system
and to increase the sustainability of all food
products placed on the EU marketplace. The
upcoming legislative proposal, in addition
to establishing overarching sustainability
requirements for farmers and food businesses
throughout the entire food chain, will also
include a consumer protection measure
to establish rules on the sustainability
credentials (labelling) of foods.
		
On 28th September 2021, the
European Commission published a roadmap
document outlining the timeframe to prepare
this legislative proposal. Initially it will prepare
an impact assessment on the proposal in
2022-2023. As part of the impact assessment,
the Commission will launch a 12-week public
consultation period during the first quarter
of 2022. Finally, a draft legislative proposal is
expected to be published in the fourth quarter
of 2023, which will then be adopted by the
Member States and the European Parliament.
		
The impact assessment will
evaluate the potential economic, social and
environmental impacts of the different policy
options described in the roadmap as follows:
Option 1: ‘Status Quo’ scenario with no new EU
level policy intervention.
Option 2: Limited approach - e.g. supporting
existing ‘voluntary’ sustainability labelling
schemes.
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Option 3: Piecemeal approach through some
targeted amendments to existing EU food law.
Option 4: A new comprehensive framework law
on the sustainability of the EU food system,
which would include specific sustainable food
labelling rules.
		
Option 4, which is the option
described in the Farm to Fork Strategy
document, would lead to the most significant
changes in EU food law since the BSE crisis,
which put consumer health and food safety
at the centre of EU food law, in addition
to establishing the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA). This new framework
law would establish general objectives,
definitions, principles and requirements for
ensuring that sustainability requirements
(beyond the existing consumer health and
food safety requirements) are taken into
account when food is produced/placed on the
EU marketplace. This new framework law will
also include sustainable food labelling rules
for all food products.
		
EU food supply chains have
demonstrated that they were very flexible
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Taking into
account consumer surveys completed by the
European Union, there have been important
changes in consumer behaviour as follows:
•Immune boosting and ‘healing’ foods are now
more popular.
• There is now a strong demand for shelf stable
food.
• Local food options – direct sales by farmers
are now more attractive.
• With hospitality closed, online sales
rocketed.
		
These consumer behaviours tilt the
balance more in favour of a local food model
than a globalised food trade model, reflecting
the sustainable food model described in the
Commission’s Farm to Fork Strategy.
		
The Consumers’ Association of
Ireland (CAI) has always supported legislative
initiatives to improve consumer information
on food labels from country of origin for meat
products to allergens and more recently
mandatory front-of-pack nutritional labelling.

Most consumers are ready to change
the way they eat for the planet – you just
need to notice the increased space in
supermarkets and stores for vegetarian
and vegan foods. Equally, Irish consumers
have always demanded to know the country
of origin of meat and meat products. Those
consumers having a food allergy are now
much better catered for due to mandatory
allergen labelling, both for prepacked foods
and in the hospitality sector. Mandatory
nutritional information is provided on
food labels but it could be improved by a
clear, easy-to-understand front-of-pack
nutrition label.
		
In these days where climate
change is an issue consumers hear about
every day in the media and which young
people are most concerned about, it is
appropriate that consumers will be given
assistance by means of a clear sustainable
food label to make healthy and sustainable
food choices, ridding the market of bogus
green claims on food products.
		
The CAI has already
made preliminary comments on the
Commission’s roadmap document by
strongly supporting Option 4 to prepare
a new comprehensive framework law on
the sustainability of the EU food system,
which would include specific sustainable
food labelling rules. In addition, the CAI
will make a more detailed submission next
year to the Commission’s 12-week public
consultation on its Impact Assessment on
a Law on Sustainable Food Systems.
		
The European food safety
regulatory framework provides EU
consumers with one of the safest
food systems in the world. This food
safety regulatory system now needs to
incorporate sustainability credentials to
meet the challenge of climate change.
Establishing rules for sustainable food
labels will ensure that the consumer is at
the centre of the most radical change in EU
food law since the BSE crisis.
Raymond O'Rourke
Consumers’ Association of Ireland
Vice chairperson
European Food Safety Authority
Chair of the Management Board
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FOOD & HEALTH / Healthy eating

Simple Swaps for Healthier Eating
Suggestions from
safefood for some
simple tweaks to your
favourite dishes can
make for a healthier
new year.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

A new year can be an ideal opportunity to start
afresh and adopt some healthy behaviours that
will hopefully become routine over time. After
the excesses of the Christmas period, many
of us focus on healthier eating in January but
the trick is to keep these habits up throughout
the year after the first flush of enthusiasm has
waned. Drastic lifestyle changes can be hard
to sustain and setting yourself unachievable
goals can lead to disappointment when you
fail to live up to your lofty aspirations. Instead,
breaking overall goals down into manageable
steps can be the way forward and when it
comes to improving your diet, making some
small changes can put you on the road to
success. All-island organisation safefood has
some suggestions for how to make a few simple
tweaks to your favourite go-to dishes that will
cut down on unhealthy ingredients and will
make all the difference to your nutritional intake,
without making radical changes to your diet.

Ten tips from safefood
Using these simple healthy substitutes, you
will still be able to enjoy all your favourite
meals without losing out on taste.

1. Cut down on fats

pan and dry fry where possible – minced
meat dry fries very well, for example.
Alternatively, just use a little cooking spray
to keep the fat content to a minimum.
• If your food is drying out, add a little water
instead of more oil.
• Use fats and oils that are high in good fats
(poly- and mono-unsaturated fats), such as
olive oil, and try using less than the recipe
suggests.

2. Cut down on salt
• When following a recipe, try replacing
salt with alternative seasonings such as
pepper, herbs, spices, lemon juice, vinegar
or mustard.
• Allow everyone to season their own food
after they taste it, as they are likely to add
less salt.

3. Cut down on sugar
• Experiment by reducing the amount of
sugar you use in baking. Most cakes will
work even if you halve the amount of sugar
in the recipe.

• When it comes to frying, use a non-stick
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• Fruit cakes, fruit scones and tea breads can
be made without adding sugar as the dried
fruit will provide sweetness.   

• If you don’t like the strong flavour of such
cheeses, you can lower calorie content by
simply using low-fat alternatives.

of disguising vegetables if you have fussy
eaters in your household.

• Grating cheese instead of slicing will help it
spread across a dish more easily so that you
can use less.

• Trimming the fat from meat and removing
the skin from poultry before cooking will
reduce the fat content.

10. Meat

• Baking, grilling, microwaving, roasting or
poaching meat and poultry are healthier
alternatives to frying.
• When roasting, place the meat on a grill
rack to allow the fat to drip down onto a tray
below.
• When cooking minced meat, brown it
and drain away the fat before adding other
ingredients.

4. Increase fibre
• Use brown versions of rice, pasta and bread
to boost the fibre content of recipes. This
has the added benefit of helping you to feel
fuller for longer.
• With some baking recipes, instead of using
all plain white flour, you can use a mix of
wholemeal and white flour. For example,
this can work well for fruit crumbles, and you
can also add porridge oats to make the top
crunchy and introduce even more fibre.

• For recipes that call for cream cheese,
low-fat cream cheese is a handy substitute.

8. Mayonnaise
• Mayonnaise in salads can be replaced with
natural yoghurt or low-fat fromage frais.
• An even better alternative is to use
vinaigrette dressings and to serve them on
the side.
• When making sandwiches, choose
mayonnaise or butter but not both.

• For savoury pie toppings, use mashed
potatoes instead of pastry.
		
For more on healthy eating, visit
safefood.net.

5. Soups and stews
• After cooking, allow your stew or soup to
cool so that you can skim off the fat that
gathers on top of the liquid.
• Replacing some of the traditional fatty
meats in stews with pulses like peas, beans
and lentils can reduce calories and fat, as
well as adding fibre.

6. Sauces and dips
• To lower the fat content, replace cream,
whole milk and sour cream in sauces and
dips with semi-skimmed and skimmed milk
or low-fat yoghurt.
• Low-fat yoghurt and fromage frais can be
used on hot or cold puddings and in dips
instead of cream, double cream or Greek
yoghurt. Fromage frais is not suitable for
use in cooking, however.

7. Cheese
• By using strong-tasting cheeses like mature
cheddar or blue cheese in savoury dishes,
you can use less and still get plenty of
flavour.
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9. Vegetables
• Herbs can be used to flavour cooked
vegetables instead of using butter or oil.
• Try replacing some meat in such dishes
as shepherd’s pie, casseroles and lasagne
with vegetables and pulses like peas, beans
and lentils. This can also be a useful way

December 2021 / January 2022

Lifestyle / Choice Buy Roundup 2021

Choice Buy Roundup 2021
Consumer Choice
takes its annual
look back at some
of the appliances
and devices that
have impressed our
seasoned testers over
the last 12 months.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• A year of Choice Buys
• The lengths we go to
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In a year characterised by lockdowns and
vaccination programmes, restrictions and
reopenings, Consumer Choice continued
to focus on its mission to uncover the best
appliances and devices on offer to Irish
consumers. In 2021, our independent
labs have tested the familiar mix of
state-of-the-art high-tech devices like
smartphones, laptops and tablet pcs
along with down-to-earth domestic
appliances from dishwashers to fridge
freezers, handy kitchen gadgets including
blenders and food processors, and
nice-to-have non-essentials like fitness
trackers. We have even looked at how
you can outsource routine tasks thanks
to robot lawnmowers and robot vacuum
cleaners, which take care of the dirty
work while you put your feet up. Every
item is bought anonymously, online or in
store, and undergoes stringent testing by
expert panels and, on occasion, regular
consumers to simulate real-world use and
find out how well the products fare under
pressure. For more on how Consumer
Choice carries out its testing programmes

in conjunction with ICRT (International
Consumer Research Testing), see The
Lengths We Go To box below. This work
is carried out with the sole purpose of
bringing a truly objective and completely
unbiased assessment of each product
to consumers to enable them to make a
fully informed purchasing decision. As
we embark on a hopefully better year,
which products will help us through and
maybe even enhance our lives a little?
With the festive season upon us and the
post-Christmas discounts coming hot on
its heels, we look at some of the year’s
Choice Buy recommendations that remain
available on shop shelves and that might
make a great last-minute gift idea or
could be worth hunting down in the sales
by those hoping to bag a bargain.

Handy helpers in the kitchen
Food processors and mixers
Have recent events sparked in you
a renewed interest in cooking from
scratch? Maybe lockdown life inspired
December 2021 / January 2022

new adventures in baking and you are
ready to invest in a machine that will take
the elbow grease out of mixing, kneading
and whisking. Or maybe you are looking
forward to welcoming back larger groups
of guests and want some motorised
power to deal with the chopping, slicing,
grating and pureeing of big batches of
sides, dips, sauces and slaws. As our
November report showed, you can choose
to spend a little or a lot on a device that
will make food preparation tasks easier,
with typically the more you spend, the
greater the capacity and the capabilities
of the machine.
		
For keen bakers, a great stand
mixer does not come cheap, but our
two Choice Buy appliances will perform
brilliantly as well as make a stylish
statement on your countertop with
their retro design and
choice of colours. The
Kenwood KMX750AR
and the
Smeg SMF02BLUK are
both priced at around
€500 but we recently
found the Kenwood
model at a substantial
discount of €300, so
it can definitely be
worth shopping around.
Each comes with
several attachments
for whisking, kneading,
beating and mixing and
these pricey appliances
carry out all tasks to
a high standard, while
keeping noise levels
down. All accessories
are dishwasher safe for
quick cleaning after the
job is done and a good range of speed
settings allow for precise control over
your mixtures.
		
If these machines are simply
too expensive for you, a number of
our Choice Buy food processors,
despite being officially focused on
chopping, slicing, pureeing and grating,
also supply attachments for mixing,
whisking or kneading. For example,
the Ninja BN650UK, priced at €120,
comes supplied with a plastic blade that
delivers top-notch mixing and kneading,
though there are no whisking or whipping
functions on offer. This machine is
primarily aimed at key food processing
tasks like chopping and pureeing, which it
does to a high standard and four ‘Auto-iQ’
programmes will automatically activate
the optimum pulse, pause and processing
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patterns for perfect results at the
touch of a button. The Ninja BN800UK
is an even more multi-talented and
versatile appliance, covering most food
preparation tasks. The manufacturer
touts this Ninja model as a three-in-one
machine combining a food processor,
multi-serve blender and personal blender
and, to cater to its different identities, a
1.8 litre food processing bowl, a 2.1 litre
blending jug and a 700ml single-serve
cup are supplied. Again, automatic
programmes are provided that deliver
excellent results for chopping, pureeing
and blending and this machine’s mixing
and kneading capabilities are first-rate.
We recently found this product at a
discounted price of €150. Another multitasking device is the Tefal DO821840,
which can whip and whisk
with the help of a supplied
emulsifying disc, as well as
providing excellent grating,
slicing, chopping and pureeing
via other attachments.
Moreover, you will be able to
blend smoothies and soups,
with a family-sized 2-litre
blender jug supplied along with
the 3-litre processing bowl.
Priced at €149, this fantastic
all-rounder will help out with
all kinds of food and drink
preparation for those who are
tight on space in their kitchen.
		
Finally, at the
lower end of the price range is
a mini chopper that focuses on
the basics and offers limited
capacity but nonetheless does a
super job of chopping vegetables
and pureeing baby food. For
a modest €41, the Breville
VBL241 adds blending to its talents and
comes supplied with both a 450ml bowl
for chopping and pureeing and a 600ml
beaker with a lid for smoothies on the go.
It is a compact and neat appliance, which
could appeal if you are short on space,
but it will not make large quantities so
bigger households may need to look
elsewhere.

Blenders
Health has never been more top of mind
and January can be the perfect time to
kickstart healthy habits. A great new
blender that can blitz all manner of fruit
and vegetables into appetising smoothies
and soups can provide some initial
motivation and, if it is easy to use and
delivers perfect results, then you will be
more likely to keep using it after the first

flush of enthusiasm. So, whether you
are buying it for yourself or as a gift for
someone else, which blenders impressed
us in our March report? It may also be
worth considering the multi-talented food
processors highlighted above that add
blending to their functions.
		
Two cheap and cheerful
blenders - the Kenwood Smoothie 2Go
SB056 and the Tefal Blendforce Blender
BL420840 - each clock in at around
€40. For this relatively affordable price
you won’t get a lot of fancy features
but you will get highly effective blitzing
for well-blended smoothies, pestos
and dips. The Kenwood appliance is
essentially a personal blender that comes
supplied with two 500ml blending cups
with handles and lids, which turn them
into travel mugs so you can take your
smoothie to go, as the product name
suggests. Meanwhile, the Tefal appliance
comes with a dishwasher-safe plastic
jug that holds up to 1.25 litres for making
family-sized batches. Unlike the Kenwood
machine, the Tefal blender does a very
good job of crushing ice cubes using the
pulse function.
		
A number of other great personal
blenders remain on the market, rising in
price according to the number of added
features and functions on offer. For
example, the Ninja Personal Blender with
Auto-IQ BN495UK, priced at €110, is a
compact machine with a powerful motor
that effortlessly - and quietly - whizzes
up great smoothies and soups. As well as
two speed settings and a pulse function
and this machine offers two pre-set Auto
IQ programmes that produce specific
‘pulse and pause’ patterns and that work
well, making for very straightforward
operation. Two 700ml blending cups are
provided that are simple to fit and remove
and that can be used with the supplied
lids that turn them into travel mugs for
smoothies on the go. Similarly, the Sage
by Heston Blumenthal the Boss:To Go
BPB550BAL (€140) is a compact, singleserve version of the larger and pricier ‘the
Boss’. It combines its powerful blending
with impressive ice crushing and superb
ease of use and two 500ml tumblers are
supplied together with two lids for taking
your smoothie out and about. From the
popular Nutribullet range, the solidly built
Nutribullet 1000 Series (€120) comes with
two sizeable blending cups, a Colossal
cup with a stated capacity of 930ml and
an 820ml stainless-steel blending cup
that is claimed to be able to keep drinks
cool for up to eight hours. According
to the manufacturer, the built-in smart
December 2021 / January 2022

technology means that the blender
automatically adapts to the type of
ingredients in the cup and speeds up
and slows down at intervals accordingly.
As with all Nutribullets, operation is via
a push-and-twist action that means
blending starts once the cup is locked
into place and stops when the job is
done. Another option from the same
manufacturer is the Nutribullet Balance
(€170), which adds a smart dimension
to its high-performing blending with a
smartphone app that helps you to track
the nutritional content of your smoothies.
This smart blender connects via
Bluetooth to your smartphone to provide
recipes and blending advice
and sensors in the machine
weigh the contents to enable
the app to deliver detailed
nutritional information on the
composition of your smoothie.
Not everyone will benefit from
the smart element, however, and
you can get a great non-smart
blender for less.
		
Those who want to
extend their new healthy eating
regime to the whole family can
look to the Russell Hobbs Retro
Blender Cream 25192, which
provides high-performing
blending in a glass jug that holds up to 1.5
litres of liquid, though this can be heavy
to lift when full. As well as making an
attractive, 1950s-style addition to your
countertop, this blender is both a breeze
to use and exceptionally quiet and it is
also adept at crushing ice down to a fine
snow for cocktails and other beverages.
At the top end of the price scale for these
machines is the Sage The Fresh & Furious
SBL620SIL, priced at €240. This powerful
Sage model blends brilliantly regardless
of what tough ingredients are used and
it also excels at crushing ice. The jug is
made from lightweight Tritan plastic and
holds 1.5 litres, though you won’t be able
to use it for hot liquids. Despite a wide
range of functions, this machine is easy
to operate thanks to the well-laid-out
control panel and an auto-clean function
is available to help with the clean-up
when you are done.

Kettles
With the Irish love of tea, the kettle may
be in almost constant use in some homes
and some models in our July/August
report not only perform their humble
task of bringing water to the boil quickly
and quietly but these appliances can
add a welcome splash of colour to your
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countertop. As we all try to do our bit
for the environment, a kettle with a low
minimum fill level will mean that we can
boil very small quantities of water - if we
only want a single cuppa, say - thereby
reducing energy use. Moreover, some
kettles boil for longer than necessary
before switching themselves off, whereas
the best ones switch off immediately
after coming to the boil, again conserving
energy. So, which Choice Buy kettles can
deliver on all fronts?
		
A notable mention must go to
the DeLonghi Icona Capitals KBOC3001,
a particularly speedy kettle that comes
in a variety of striking colours – including
yellow, red, blue and
white versions – and
you can buy a toaster
to match. Its total
capacity is 1.7 litres
or you can boil just
enough for one
cuppa, minimising
electricity use, and
it will switch off very
quickly after coming
to the boil, further
conserving energy.
Pouring is not perfect
and it can feel heavy
to lift but otherwise
this is an excellent kettle. Although
priced at a hefty €120 when we reviewed
it last summer, we found this appliance
discounted recently to a much more
wallet-friendly €60.
		
Similarly priced at €50, the
Russell Hobbs Glass 21600 is another
very energy-efficient kettle that will
minimise electricity and water use while
delivering a speedy cuppa. This glass jug
kettle holds a generous 1.7 litres, so you
can make six or seven cupfuls at a time,
and the low minimum fill of 280ml lets you
make just
one cuppa as
needed. This
kettle makes
quite a racket
when it is
switched on,
but it turns
itself off
immediately
after boiling.
The glass
body means that limescale and water
marks can show up on the inside so a
regular descaling might be necessary.
If you are happy to splash out, the
Kenwood Mesmerine ZJM811PU
is a striking metal jug kettle with a

stainless-steel top and textured body that
comes in a variety of attractive colours
including purple, red, black, blue and
orange. Beyond style, this kettle puts in
a speedy performance and those living
in hard-water areas will appreciate the
fine gauze filter that works effectively
to capture limescale and it is simple
to remove for cleaning. With energy
efficiency in mind, this kettle can boil as
little as 250ml in less than a minute and
although it is pretty noisy, it switches off
immediately after reaching boiling point,
minimising wasted electricity. This kettle
does not come cheap, with a price tag of
€150, though you may be able to find it at
a discount.

Microwaves
In our June report, we highlighted some
Choice Buy microwave ovens that reliably
dish up swift and even results whether
you are defrosting, reheating or cooking.
Our recommended models ranged from a
simple, basic and inexpensive appliance
to pricier options that offer a built-in grill
and can even double as a second oven.
With a positively modest price tag of €49,
the Ikea Tillreda is a white solo microwave
that prides itself on sticking to the basics
and doing them very well indeed. It
could not be simpler to operate, with
just two dials - one to set the time and
the other to set the power level - plus
a large button to open the door. There
are no automatic programmes on offer
but this microwave can be relied upon
to heat your food thoroughly all the way
through and to ensure even defrosting
with no unappetising chilly spots
lurking anywhere. With quite compact
dimensions, this model will not take up
much countertop space but the downside
is that the interior is not very roomy.
The other microwaves reviewed also
remain available and add
considerably more features
but, unusually, they all
appear to have increased
in price since the summer.
Consumers interested in
these models are advised
to shop around to see if
they can get a better price.
The Hoover HMGI25TB-UK
(€230) is a sleek black
microwave that adds a
handy built-in grill function to expand
its capabilities. An impressive range of
32 automatic programmes are on offer
to take the guesswork out of cooking
everything from bread and pizza to
vegetables and quinoa and testers
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found this fairly compact appliance
to be speedy, exceptionally quiet and
straightforward to operate. The grill
function was disappointing, however. In
contrast, the Panasonic NN-CT56JBBPQ
(€250) is a combination microwave that
can be used as a convection oven and
grill as well as a
microwave oven and
that proved itself in
tests to be equally
proficient whether
it is microwaving,
baking, steaming
or grilling. You will
be able to use all
functions in any
combination and
even all together for
faster cooking times
and optimum results. This appliance
offers a generously sized interior and
plenty of automatic programmes to
choose from alongside the manual
settings.
		
Those looking for a spacious
combination microwave that is
exceptionally speedy while delivering
excellently even results might like to
consider the high-priced Panasonic NNCD87KSBPQ. For €420, you will get a
roomy appliance that can accommodate
plates and dishes of up to 37cm in
diameter but, with a slimline design
with reduced depth, so it won’t take up
as much room on your countertop as
similar-capacity appliances. The heating
and defrosting functions are extremely
swift and more adventurous cooks can
prepare a variety of meals, from pizzas to
roast chicken, by choosing from 22 autocook programmes. Multi-stage cooking
is also on offer and is straightforward
to programme via pre-set combination
cooking options. The grill function is
less impressive, however, struggling to
toast effectively at the outer edges and
potential purchasers should also be
aware that this appliance is quite noisy as
it works.

Working wonders
A return to home working even for a time
or a blended hybrid option may require
a focus on what devices you will need to
keep the show on the road. During 2021,
Consumer Choice considered printers,
laptops, and two-in-one tablet pcs that
could prove a useful addition to your
home office arsenal.

Printers
In September, we looked at both laser and
inkjet printers to see which ones not only
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delivered superb print quality but that did
not cost a small fortune in ink. There are
plenty of printers on the market that may
have a very attractive purchase price but
once they are in situ on your desk, these
bargain machines can turn into a pricey
ongoing expense, guzzling ink at a fierce
rate and requiring
frequent replacement
of costly ink cartridges.
Manufacturers
have recently been
responding to
consumer demands for
more frugal machines
and are increasingly
introducing innovative
refillable tank
systems that are far
more cost-effective
than traditional ink cartridges. Two of
our printer Choice Buys remain readily
available in shops - one laser model and
one inkjet model - and both keep ongoing
ink costs to a minimum.
		
If you do lots of black text
printing and are looking for impressive
speed and convenience, the HP Colour
LaserJet Pro M255dw (€330) could be an
excellent option. This standard wireless
laser printer does not offer scanning or
copying functions but print quality for
text documents is exceptionally clear
and sharp. This
colour printer also
does a decent job of
office graphics like
spreadsheets and
graphs but image print
quality is somewhat
disappointing. As with
most laser printers,
the LaserJet Pro
M255dw is extremely
economical to run,
though this machine
detects and blocks
third-party cartridges
so you will need to buy
HP products when
replacing the toner.
		
Inkjet printers
have traditionally
been costly to
run, with frequent
changes of ink cartridges needed, but the
Canon Pixma GM4050 (€299) uses the
manufacturer’s MegaTank technology - in
which ink tanks are refilled from supplied
ink bottles - to keep ink costs extremely
low. Print quality is decent rather than
outstanding as text and graphics could
be a little sharper and cleaner, though
printing speed is impressive. Both the

copier and scanner are fast workers and
the scanner came in for particular praise
from our testers both for accuracy and
ease of use. Although this is primarily
a monochrome printer, those who are
looking for colour prints can buy a
compatible colour cartridge separately.

Tablet pcs
All of the tablets reviewed in our
November report are still available and,
for those looking to get some work done,
of particular interest may be two-in-one
devices that move away from delivering
mere light entertainment and that
double as a laptop via the addition of a
detachable keyboard. These devices
incorporate increasingly powerful
processors that can provide speed and
performance levels akin to a laptop
when work needs to be done but that
can then revert to the convenience and
versatility of a touchscreen tablet by
simply removing the keyboard. Often,
two-in-one tablets, with their high-end
specifications, are expensive to buy in
the first place and the keyboard is an
optional extra that will further push up
the purchase price and without which you
will not be able to really make full use of
the device’s capabilities.
		
Some great examples uncovered
during the year include the 11-inch
Samsung Galaxy
Tab S7 (€720) and
its larger sibling, the
12.4-inch Galaxy Tab
S7+ (€919). Although
the bigger device has
a higher resolution,
both screens are
beautifully bright
with vibrant colours
and great readability
and listening is
also a pleasure
via the excellent
integrated speakers.
All-important
processing speed is
swift and seamless,
so that apps will open
almost immediately,
multitaskers can
switch between
apps instantly, and high-end games can
run smoothly at maximum graphical
settings. The manufacturer’s S-Pen
stylus is supplied, which can be handy
for taking notes on the screen or drawing
and sketching in various apps. To make
the most of these tablets’ considerable
potential as a replacement for your
laptop, you will need to buy the keyboard
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cover separately for €199, pushing up the
purchase price significantly. Families will
appreciate the ability to set up multiple
user accounts and the 128GB of onboard
storage can be expanded via the micro-SD
card slot. Battery life on the Galaxy S7
is better than that of its plus-size sibling,
delivering 13 hours of web browsing
and almost 11.5 hours of video viewing,
compared with 11.5 hours of web browsing
but only eight hours of video watching on
the S7+.
		
A very expensive option at
€1,169, the Microsoft Surface Pro 7
is nonetheless a real workhorse of a
tablet that doubles up as a laptop. The
12.3-inch screen provides ample space
for enjoying the bright and vibrant
1824 x 2736 resolution display, and the
integrated speakers deliver excellent
audio to complete the viewing experience.
This device comes with a choice of an
Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 processor, with the
pricier higher-spec versions better suited
to heavy multi-taskers or those looking to
edit video or photos. Overall processing
speed is impressive across the board
and, because it runs Windows 10, the
Surface Pro 7 has a similar feel to working
on a laptop, though to really get stuck in
you will need to buy the compatible type
cover, which acts as a case, touchpad and
keyboard and is priced at €110.
		
Our least expensive Choice
Buy in our
November
report was
the latest
version of
the device
that started
it all, the
Apple iPad,
priced at
€399. The
2021 edition
is the ninth
generation
of this
fantastic
10.2-inch tablet, which ticks all the boxes
in terms of a beautiful screen with great
readability, speedy processing power,
good audio and very decent battery life.
The manufacturers’ higher-spec devices
also made an appearance at the top of
our ratings in a range of sizes. While
the Apple iPad Mini 2021 is a compact 8
inches, the Apple iPad Pro 2020 measures
11 inches but even this is dwarfed by
the 12.9-inch Apple iPad Pro 2021.
Unsurprisingly, all devices are superb
performers with lightning-fast processing
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speeds, dazzling screens and very
intuitive operation. As ever, Apple has not
included a memory card slot on its latest
releases, so you will need to be sure the
built-in storage will be sufficient for your
needs.

Laptops
In a fast-moving category, many of the
laptop models we recommended early
in 2021 have been superseded by newer
versions. For Apple lovers, the 2020
editions of the Apple Macbook Pro and
Macbook Air remain in shops. Both
devices have aluminium casing lending a
premium feel and their stunning screens
both measure 13.3 inches. The MacBook
Air (2020) is the slightly lighter of the
two with a tapered design making it
exceptionally portable and delivering topof-the-range specifications for working
on the go. Its large touchpad is extremely
responsive and this latest Air model offers
a conventional keyboard that will have
a more familiar feel than that on earlier
versions. Meanwhile, the MacBook Pro
(2020) also benefits from an improved
keyboard that makes for a more satisfying
and accurate typing experience and image
and sound quality are exceptional, making
for a first-class viewing experience. For
both devices, upgrading to Apple’s new
M1 processor, which aims to sustain
impressive processing speeds while
also being more powerefficient, will increase
the already-very-decent
battery life. The 256GB
versions of these devices
cost €1,419 for the
Macbook Pro and €1,109
for the Macbook Air, and
those who require greater
inbuilt storage will need
to pay more.
		
For those in
the market for something
more modest, the Google
Pixelbook Go, priced
at €720, is an excellent
mid-range Chromebook that is extremely
lightweight and portable and that will
get all your everyday tasks done swiftly
and seamlessly. Using a Chromebook
is similar to working in a web browser,
with these devices designed to work
with internet-based apps instead of with
software installed on your computer
and with data being saved in the cloud.
The simplicity of the operating system
makes them generally easy to use
and they typically are faster than an
equivalent Windows laptop for the same

price. Running
Chrome OS, the
Pixelbook Go is
characteristically
speedy and
simple to set
up and lets
you get on with
most familiar
computing tasks
so you shouldn’t
miss Windows
too much and
you can access
Microsoft Office
programmes via
the web browser.

When work is done
Fitness trackers
When it is time to get away from the desk
at last, you might like your efforts to
exercise to be recorded and monitored
via a fitness tracker. Moreover, investing
in a gadget that will measure activity and
keep track of progress might be a good
way to kickstart any new exercise regime.
Of course, the act of simply purchasing a
new device will not have a magical effect
on your overall health and you will need
to actually get up and off the sofa and put
in the work yourself. However, a fitness
tracker can help you to set exercise goals,
motivate you to persevere and provide
encouragement by monitoring and
registering the progress you are making,
even when you may not be able to see
it for yourself. Moreover, our October
report revealed that you won’t need to
spend a fortune to get a great device, as
quality fitness bands and trackers have
not only improved their accuracy and
performance levels but they have come
down in price.
		
For as little as €30, the Amazfit
Band 5 will accurately measure all the
usual metrics of steps taken, distance
travelled and calories burned and it
throws in a range of other features,
including a heart-rate monitor, blood
oxygen monitoring and Alexa voice
control. Sports covered include cycling
both indoor and outdoor, treadmills, and
yoga - and with full waterproofing, this
device can also be worn in the pool. The
compatible Zepp app is well designed and
intuitive to navigate and a full battery will
last around 5.5 days.
		
For €20 more, the Samsung
Galaxy Fit 2 similarly will do a good job of
tracking your activity levels and will add
some potentially useful smart features.
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The colour touchscreen display is appealingly
bright and this device is light and comfortable
to wear, with very decent battery life of 8.5
days. As well as receiving notifications of
phone calls and social media messages, you
will be able to read texts and emails on the
device and send ten pre-set replies to texts
and tweets.
		
Priced at €60, the Huawei Band 4
Pro will not only very accurately track a range
of metrics including steps, distance, calories
burned, average cadence, speed and stride
but it offers additional functions and features
such as built-in GPS, a heart-rate sensor,
and a pulse oximeter. The activities tracked
include swimming,
cycling, indoor
rowing and cross
training and you
will be able to
use this device to
read texts, reject
phone calls and
receive email
and social media
notifications.
		 We
were also able
to recommend
two popular
Fitbits - the Fitbit
Charge 4 and the
Fitbit Inspire 2,
priced at €110 and
€99, respectively. Our top Choice Buy in our
October report, the Charge 4 delivers firstclass performance, impressive accuracy and a
generous range of features. With built-in GPS,
you won’t need to bring along your phone to
track your route when you are out and about
and a built-in heart-rate monitor continuously
records your heart rate around the clock every
five seconds and every second when you are
exercising. If you can live without the built-in
GPS and are looking for exceptional battery
life, the Fitbit Inspire 2 may be the tracker for
you. This waterproof Fitbit will automatically
detect when you start exercising and it will
accurately measure steps and distance when
running or walking, with other sports covered
including cycling, swimming and weight
training. Battery life was measured at nearly
14 days, with a full recharge taking less than
two hours.
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PRICE MATTERS
A major factor in any purchasing decision is price, so when bringing
you our reports, we check in a range of Irish shops to find the best
price we can for each product and we indicate where products
could only be found on offer by online retailers. We have repriced
all products mentioned in this article to reflect the current market
and noted any permanent price changes and discounts that seem
likely to stick around. Moreover, because many of the products in
our roundup have been available for some months, they may well
be on sale so a sav v y shopper who conducts a thorough search
of the market could find some of these products for less than
the price indicated here – and Consumer Choice always strongly
urges consumers to take the time to shop around to get the best
available value.

THE LENGTHS WE GO TO
To bring you our product tests, Consumer Choice works closely
with International Consumer Research and Testing (ICRT). ICRT is
an association of over 37 consumer organisations in 34 countries.
Member organisations are mostly from Europe but also from
countries such as the US, Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong.
ICRT aggregates testing among consumer organisations, enabling
them to work together to provide high-quality and independent
information on consumer goods and services to consumers around
the world. The aim is to create a fair and transparent marketplace
and help consumers make smart, safe and secure choices and to
get the best value for their money. Each test is co-ordinated by a
member organisation, with input from the other organisations as
to how the tests are conducted and which products are included.
Like Consumer Choice, each international member acts exclusively
in the interest of consumers, does not take advertising and is
independent of commerce, industry or political parties. Around
60 highly specialised laboratories worldwide are used to carry
out research and tests on thousands of products annually using
state-of-the-art testing equipment. The products are purchased
anonymously from shops and websites and subjected to rigorous
tests that take into account how people actually use them as
well as current government and industry standards. The tests
include technical measurements and assessments combined with
evaluations by expert panels and, when appropriate, ratings by
regular consumers who are given hands-on experience with the
products.
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The Theory of ‘Thirds’ –

What Consumers Can Expect From Online Booking Technology
ECC Ireland examines third-party booking websites, what they offer and what
consumers need to know.
They say the best things come in threes,
and the newest addition of third-party
bookings to the world of travel ushered
in a new era of cost savings and
convenience for the average consumer.
Or has it? The European Consumer
Centre (ECC) Ireland explores the ins and
outs, as well as the pros and cons, of
tech-enabled travel booking systems.
		
But, first, what exactly are
third-party booking websites? These
are known as online travel agents,
booking engines, booking platforms,
booking intermediaries, travel portals,
travel marketplaces, fare aggregators,
metasearch engines and comparison
websites, and they act as an intermediary
between end-users (consumers) and endproviders (service suppliers) in all areas
of travel and hospitality. These websites
are generally web/tech companies,
while others can be established travel
companies or tour operators. The most
popular ones operate in the airline and
hotel industries and are effectively
sales channels that deliver travel and
accommodation products from service
suppliers to a wider consumer market in
return for a commission payment. Their
algorithms enable consumers to compare
rates and deals on hotels, airlines and
other services, thereby allowing them to
make a more informed decision and get
the most advantageous deal available.
		
There are two main categories
of third-party digital entities operating
in travel services at present that Irish
consumers will recognise.

Online travel agents (OTAs)
Online travel agents (OTAs) are the
digital equivalents of high-street travel
agencies. OTAs sell travel products and
services on behalf of suppliers/providers
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(hotels, B&Bs, villas and self-catering
accommodation, etc.), with which they
have bulk-supply contracts. From this
secured inventory, they then distribute
units to individual consumers.
		
The offers on these websites
can differ depending on whether users
have an account or a loyalty record
with the OTA, on the geographical IP of
the users, how many times they have
returned to a page, and whether they
have accepted/rejected cookies on those
sites.
Some of the best-known
global OTAs are: Hotels.com, Expedia
Group, Travelocity, Lastminute.com,
Hostelworld, Agoda.com, Airbnb,
Edreams.com, LateRooms and Booking.
com.

Metasearch engines (comparison
websites)
These aggregate data from online travel
agents (OTAs), search engines and
supplier websites allowing the end-user
(the consumer) to compare prices for the
same product.
		
Some metasearch engines
now offer the possibility to book
directly through their websites - i.e.,
Google Flights, Kayak, Skyscanner,
HotelsCombined. Other online
aggregators have preferential contracts
with specific OTAs: TripAdvisor, for
instance, has signed a deal with Booking.
com to allow its customers to book rooms
directly on the Tripadvisor site. You can
also see this on directferries.com or
thetrainline.com.
		
Finally, metasearch facilities
are often created/owned by the OTAs
themselves: Trivago is owned by Expedia;
Kayak and HotelsCombined are operated
by Booking Holdings Inc., which also

owns Booking.com, Priceline, Agoda,
Rentalcars, OpenTable, Momondo and
Cheapflights.

Pros and cons of third-party
websites
There are many reasons why using travel
portals can generate the best user
experience for consumers when deciding
on travel offers and making reservations.
Notwithstanding the many advantages
though, travel portals can also cause
considerable confusion if something goes
wrong.

Pros
Price: Consumers can access smaller
prices as OTAs pass on savings from their
bulk inventories. Metasearch engines
enable comparison shopping in order to
find the most advantageous deal for the
online user.
Customer service: They facilitate
communications between consumers
and suppliers and usually have a 24-hour
customer service facility on multiple
channels. Sometimes they help mediate
disputes between consumers and
suppliers.
One-stop-shop: Travel portals enable
consumers to compare travel offers,
check reviews, place bookings for
multiple travel services in a single
reservation, as well as process the
payment, often available in instalments.
Choice: Being exposed to travel offers
from all over the world allows tourists
to book with suppliers they would not
have found otherwise. Social-proof user
reviews and being able to see verified and
diverse reviews about individual services
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and compare providers are why travellers
increasingly use OTAs.
Security: Often, travel portals are tech
companies whose main USP is that they
provide easy-to-navigate, high-spec
platforms and several layers of security
when it comes to payments and privacy.

Cons
Price: Some online intermediaries display
‘clickbait’ behaviour, advertising ‘steal’
prices that will actually increase by the
end of the booking process.
Customer service: While centralised
support for multiple services can be
convenient in normal times, in case of
disruptions or cancellation of travel, it is
best to deal with the suppliers directly
rather than via third-party intermediaries.
Consumer contracts: Many consumers who
book through third-party websites are
not certain if their contract is with the
booking site or with the service provider,
leaving them unsure as to where to turn in
the event of a problem.
Terms and Conditions: The Terms and
Conditions of both the supplier and the
booking site apply to the reservation and
need to be read together. The supplier
of the service may place additional
requirements – for example, an airline
may request specific documentation from
a passenger but the booking site may not
necessarily list it. Conversely, restrictions
on the third-party platform can make the
booking terms less flexible than those of
the individual suppliers.

Third-party bookings and
consumer rights
Online (third-party) booking sites have
become an increasingly popular option
among consumers over the last decade,
with technology bringing about ever
more sophisticated options to navigate
the process of booking holidays,
accommodation and travel tickets. And,
usually, the process and the experience
are expedient and convenient – unless
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something goes wrong for the end-user of
the services - i.e., the consumer. Which is
why we should all pay attention to these:
Consumer contracts: In many
circumstances, the contract for the
service (flight, accommodation, guided
tour, etc.) is formed directly between the
end-consumer and the end-provider of
the service. While acting as the facilitator
of the contract/transaction, the thirdparty booking agent may not necessarily
be a party to the contract for services.
Booking type: It is important to note
that booking multiple services through
a third-party website does not
necessarily mean that you are covered
by the package travel consumer law,
which does not apply to separate travel
or accommodation arrangements, even
if all such arrangements are processed
through a single booking. In order to
qualify as a ‘package holiday’, the
booking must consist of at least two of
the following three elements: transport,
accommodation and additional tourist
services, all sold together at an inclusive
price, and last at least 24 hours or include
an overnight stay.
Consumer rights and redress: In order for
a consumer to claim their rights, it is
often necessary to examine the Terms
and Conditions of the particular OTA or
booking engine as well as those of the
service provider. This is where consumers
should find information regarding
the exact nature of the contractual
relationship and the modification/
cancellation procedures, which are with
the supplier but still performed via/on the
booking site.
		 Dr Cyril Sullivan, Director of the
European Consumer Centre in Ireland
advises the public to be conscious of
intermediary websites when booking
holidays online: “A growing number of
sites facilitate bookings but do not have
a working contract with the advertised
brand name. Consumers should always
read the Terms and Conditions options
before committing payment, so as to
know their legal rights.”

Tips on third-party bookings

a booking platform. It is sometimes
difficult to understand as you are going
through multiple booking pages and steps
whether you are booking directly with a
service provider or the booking platform
itself.
• If you are looking to book a specific
property, keep in mind that some thirdparty sites that feature said property
rank more highly in search engines due
to sponsored search results, so it is
important to ensure you are on the actual
website you wish to book on, in case you
mean to book directly with the service
provider and not the booking engine.
• Read the legal specifications of the
third-party booking website as well as
those of the service provider itself. Pay
particular attention to information on
payment and cancellation rights - for
instance, if booking accommodation,
it is advisable to check if the rate is
non-refundable or if there is a possibility
to cancel.
• Be wary of any requests by a supplier
of the service to complete a reservation
outside the booking platform of the thirdparty website, especially when it comes
to a consumer-to-consumer transaction,
such as a private accommodation
provider with scant contact details. This
is sometimes a sign of a potential scam
and may leave consumers completely
unprotected if something goes wrong.
• The booking platform usually
intermediates the payment on behalf
of the service provider, and any refunds
following cancellations will also go
through them. If an online travel agent
has a record of poor communications or
consistently refuses refunds, perhaps you
should look elsewhere.
		
If you made a booking via a thirdparty website based outside of Ireland
and are in doubt about your consumer
rights, you can forward an enquiry to the
European Consumer Centre Ireland, on
eccireland.ie.
Diana Valentine
Press & Communications Manager
European Consumer Centre Ireland

Here are some useful tips for those
looking to book a trip through a thirdparty booking website/online travel agent:
• Check the name and URL of the
website in the browser address bar as
you navigate to the booking page on
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Money/ Children’s savings accounts

Junior Savers
Opening a savings
account for a child can
be a great way to foster
good financial habits for
the future.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
Teaching a child about money from
a young age can instil good financial
habits that will last a lifetime. Talking
to children about the value of money
and the benefits of planning, budgeting
and saving can help to develop
important money management skills
in later life. Studies have shown that
giving very young people hands-on,
real-world experience with money
is vital in helping to prepare them
financially for adulthood. Physical
experiences like putting coins in a piggy
bank or jar can help children see how
their savings can build up and provide
a real sense of achievement when they
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reach a savings goal and can buy the item
they had been saving for. A next step is
to open a children’s savings account for
your child so that they can further learn
the benefits that the discipline of saving
can bring. Children’s savings accounts
are offered by the major banks along with
credit unions and An Post and these can
generally be opened with as little as €1.
Although it may be possible to open a
regular deposit account for the benefit of
a child, a children’s savings account will
often offer better rates, with sometimes a
few small extras thrown in. Importantly,
children’s accounts usually have no fees
charged on them and they tend to be
easy to use. Once an account is opened,
children can continue to save in their
piggy bank or jar and then the money
can be transferred to the account once
it builds up. Or a child may prefer to use
their piggy bank savings for immediate
spending while putting away larger lump
sums that they might receive for birthdays
or at Christmas, for example. These
accounts can also be useful for parents/
guardians, grandparents, aunts or uncles
to make deposits in respect of birthdays

and other celebrations throughout the
year. Generally, these accounts do not
have large maximum limits for long-term
saving but can offer a good everyday
savings account to encourage a child to
get into the savings habit.

What’s on offer
Before opening an account for your
child, it can be worth doing some basic
research in relation to what is on offer
using helpful comparison tools provided
by the Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission (CCPC) at ccpc.
ie and by bonkers.ie. These tools are
completely independent and impartial
so that consumers can obtain objective
information on financial products on
the market, including savings accounts.
As you can see from our table below, a
number of banks are offering savings
accounts dedicated to very young savers.
In line with adult deposit accounts, the
interest rates on offer range from small
to miniscule, so there may not be much
excitement for a child in seeing their
deposit grow at any great rate. A parent
or guardian may like to offer an occasional
December 2021 / January 2022

top-up as a form of encouragement
for children who are trying to reach a
particular target. Children’s savings
account products offered by banks are
generally free of charges and fees but
DIRT (Deposit Interest Retention Tax) will
be applied to the tiny amounts of interest
earned. Accountholders typically have
instant access to the funds in these
accounts.

The balance limit on the account is
€10,000 and withdrawals may be made
once a month without penalty.

EBS Children’s Savings and
Teens Savings Accounts
An EBS Children’s Savings Account can be
opened on behalf of a child from birth to
11 years. You can open the account with
as little as €1 with a maximum balance of

TABLE: A SELECTION OF CHILDREN'S SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS OFFERED BY MAJOR BANKS IN IRELAND
Bank

Name of account

Balance limits

Access

AER

EBS

Children's Savings
Account

€1 / €5,000

Instant access

1%

EBS

Teens Savings Account

€1 / €5,000

Instant access

1%

AIB

Junior Saver Account

€0/no limit but
after €1,000 a
lower interest
rate is applied

Instant access

1%

Bank of Ireland

ChildSave Account

€1 / €10,000

Instant access

0.25%

permanent tsb

Children's Safari Saver
Account

€0 / no limit

Instant access

0.01%

AIB

Student Saver Account

€0/no limit

Instant access

0%

State Savings 6 Year Instalment Savings
- Childcare Plus (Issue 15)
With most children’s savings accounts
offered by the banks, there is generally
no minimum monthly deposit that must
be made and deposits can be made in
irregular lump sums. In contrast, the
State Savings Childcare Plus product
requires a minimum monthly instalment
of €25 up to a maximum of €1,000 a
month. If they wish, parents can make
direct payments of the government
Child Benefit payment into the account
each month by EFT (electronic funds
transfer). With this account, 12 monthly
contributions are made that are then
reinvested for a further five years. The
interest rate of 0.63% AER generates a
total return of 3.5% over six years and
is free of DIRT, adding to the appeal of
this account, which may be more for
parents or grandparents to save on a
child’s behalf rather than for a child to
use as their own savings account. You
can open a State Savings Childcare Plus
account through An Post at your local
post office branch or by phone, post or
online.

Credit union savings accounts
Information obtained online on bonkers.ie on 23rd November 2021.

AIB Junior Saver and Student
Saver Accounts
The AIB Junior Saver Account is an
account for children aged 7 to 11 years
only. There is no minimum or maximum
deposit and no charges or fees are
applied but the interest rate of 1% AER
only applies to the first €1,000, all sums
greater than that will earn a lower interest
rate. When a child reaches 12 years,
the name of the account will change
to Student Saver Account but all other
features will remain the same. The AIB
Student Saver Account is for those aged
12 years up to a maximum age of 17 years
but those under 16 years will need the
permission of a parent or guardian to
open an account.

Bank of Ireland Childsave
Account
A Bank of Ireland ChildSave Account may
be opened for a child under 7 years in the
adult’s name with the child’s name noted
on the account. Monthly deposits by
direct debit can be made from €20 up to
a maximum of €500 and additional lump
sums may also be paid into the account.
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€5,000 and a current interest rate of 1%
AER. No fees are charged and a passbook
is provided to help the accountholder
keep track of their savings, along with
a piggy bank for storing their money in
between visits and a saver’s certificate
and birthday cards posted out annually.
A €20 bonus payment may be applied
if certain conditions are met. Once the
child reaches 12 years, the account will be
redesignated as a Teens Savings Account,
with the same rate and maximum balance
rules for accountholders up to the age of
17 years.

permanenttsb Children’s Safari
Saver Account
A permanenttsb Children’s Safari
Saver Account is for children up to a
maximum age of 12 years and there is no
minimum balance or maximum deposit.
For children under 7 years, parents
or guardians can open the account in
their name with the child’s name noted,
whereas for children between 7 and
12 years they can also opt to open the
account with the names of both the adult
and child or in the name of the child only.

It may be worth considering opening a
savings account for your child with your
local credit union. Many credit unions
offer junior saver accounts for the
youngest members of the community and
given the current spate of bank branch
closures, the local credit union may be
a more accessible option. In addition,
these organisations pride themselves on
providing personal and friendly customer
service, which can help to create a
positive experience for a young child
opening an account or popping in to make
regular deposits. A credit union children’s
savings account is sometimes known as
a minor or junior account and is offered
to members who are under the age of 16.
The savings account is the sole property
of the young person in question and no
one else is entitled to use it for their own
benefit. To open an account, the child
will generally be asked to visit their local
credit union with a parent or guardian and
to provide some documentation as proof
of identity. You can find your local credit
union at https://www.creditunion.ie/
credit-union-locator/ and contact it to see
what it has on offer for the young person
in your life.
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Money/ Online investing

Investing Online - Trends, Costs and Risks
Recent research shows that
consumers are increasingly
making investments online but
do they fully understand what
they are investing in and the
risks involved?
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
The rock-bottom interest rates offered
by the banks on deposit accounts
have helped to fuel an interest in
investments and recent research by the
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (CCPC) has indicated
that consumers are increasingly going
digital when it comes to investing. Not
only are consumers going online to
make investments, but they are doing
much of their research into investment
products online also and many fail to
obtain expert financial advice. The
concern then is that the investor may
not be fully informed in terms of what
the investment product involves, what
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charges and taxes may be attached, and
the level of risk they are undertaking. The
CCPC is urging consumers to get proper
financial advice before putting their
money at risk.

Research findings
The CCPC research surveyed a nationally
representative sample of 1,002 consumers
aged 18 years and over between 30th
July and 15th August 2021. Of these,
over one third or 36% had an investment
product, with a further 16% planning to
make an investment within the next 12
months. The most popular investment
option was stocks and shares, held
by 19% of participants, followed by
government or corporate bonds, held by
12% of participants. Almost as popular
and held by one in ten (11%) participants
were investments involving some kind
of crypto-asset or cryptocurrency, such
as Bitcoin, with this rising to one in four
(25%) of those aged 25 to 34 years. Most
investors, or 79% of those surveyed, are
seeking better long-term returns on their
money, while almost half (46%) said that
current low interest rates were a key driver

in their decision to invest. In contrast, one
in four (26%) invest for personal enjoyment
and like to take on different types of
investments, with this figure rising to
almost half (47%) of the under-35 age
group who cited experimentation as the
major motivator for investing.
		
Of those surveyed, a slight
majority or 56% make their new
investments online, with 25% noting that
they use an online trading or financial
provider app. Those under 35 years are
even more likely to avail of online investing
options, with 36% saying they would use
an online trading platform such as eToro
or XTB, while 29% would use an online
financial provider, such as Revolut. This
is in contrast to the 22% who would use a
bank or investment company to make their
investment and just 10% who would invest
through a broker.
		
Two in three, or 62%, of investors
noted that their preferred way of finding
investment information was through
online resources, such as online banking
and investment websites, blogs and social
media. This compares to the 38% who
would seek advice from a bank or other
December 2021 / January 2022

type of investment company. Moreover,
online resources were much more likely
to be used by the under-35s, with 36%
saying they would look online at financial
news or government websites, 32%
reporting that they would use social
media and 28% saying they would use a
bank or investment company website.

Investment fees and taxes
The CCPC research noted that 17% or one in
six investors do not understand the fees and
taxes that are payable on their investments.
When considering if an investment is worth
making, an investor should understand
the potential charges that may arise. The
CCPC notes that, depending on the type of
investment involved, some charges may be
once-off fees but others can be recurring
charges that can erode the value of your
investment over time. Once-off charges
can include entry fees, often charged as
a percentage of the amount invested, and
exit charges, which are payable when the
investment is at an end and are generally
charged as a percentage of the total fund
value. Ongoing charges can include fund
management or administration fees that
you pay for such services as handling the
fund, maintaining investment records, daily
calculations of the fund value and providing
ongoing advice. Such fees are usually paid
yearly and can apply regardless of how
well the fund has performed. In contrast,
a performance fee can be charged if the
investment generates a profit and is often
calculated as a percentage of the profit
made. In addition, you may be liable for a
penalty - or early encashment fee - if you
decide to cash in your investment before
it matures and financial advisors may be
paid a commission or bonus on investment
products they sell, though this may be built
into other payments.
		
As well as incurring fees and
charges, taxes may also be due and these
will depend on the type of income you receive
from your investment. Those who receive
a dividend will have to pay Income Tax on
the sum received, while those who sell their
shares for a profit will typically owe Capital
Gains Tax. Again, these tax obligations
will affect the gains that you will make on
your investment and need to be taken into
consideration when evaluating any potential
returns.

Obtaining financial advice
Investments are extremely complex
products that can be difficult for
consumers to understand. Potential
investors need to be aware of the costs
involved with these products, the taxes
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payable on them and the risks involved.
Although investing through online
channels may seem like an easy and
cheap option, potential investors may
not be as fully informed as they should
be about what they are investing in and
the level of risk they are accepting. CCPC
Director of Communications Grainne
Griffin has highlighted how consumers
who invest without the proper advice,
support and guidance “could find
themselves in a financially precarious
position where they have invested in a
product that does not suit their needs,
is too risky given their circumstances,
or where they have invested money
that really they can’t afford to lose”.
Moreover, consumers should be aware
that although “they may see the potential
for better returns in crypto-assets, the
risks can also be much higher compared
with traditional products, increasing the
probability of losing some or, indeed, all of
their money”. The CCPC urges consumers
to talk to an authorised financial advisor
before committing to an investment.
		
Some financial advisors are
independent, which means that they can
offer advice on all financial products right
across the market, whereas others will
provide a restricted service that will only
cover advice on financial products from a
limited number of providers. A financial
advisor offering investment advice must
tell you if the advice being given is on an
independent or a non-independent basis.
Financial advisors may be paid a fee, a
commission or both, depending on the
type of advice you receive. Before getting
financial advice, you must be provided
with a document that clearly lists all
charges and fees.
		
Moreover, it is very important
that the financial firm or individual
advising you is properly authorised
by the Central Bank of Ireland. If the
financial advisor is not regulated, you
will not be able to obtain assistance from
the Investor Compensation Scheme if
something goes wrong and the Financial
Services and Pensions Ombudsman
cannot investigate complaints against
unauthorised entities. The Central
Bank regularly publishes warnings about
unauthorised firms, a list of which is
available on the Central Bank website
at centralbank.ie. Consumers can also
check the Central Bank Register to make
sure that the financial firm or individual
that they are dealing with is properly
authorised and regulated.

consumers must be vigilant and take
steps to protect themselves when
deciding where and how to invest. The
CCPC offers the following SMART
investment guidelines:
• Seek expert financial advice to make
sure you are making the best financial
decisions for your needs. Investment
products can be complex, so it is vital that
you understand what you are signing up
for.
• Make sure to invest with a regulated
financial adviser, broker, bank or
investment firm, as otherwise you will not
have access to the Investor Compensation
Scheme if they go out of business or to
the Financial Services and Pensions
Ombudsman.
• Assess the level of risk you are prepared
to undertake before investing and make
sure that the investments you choose
reflect your risk appetite. If you deal with
a regulated entity, they will carry out a
risk assessment before you invest.
• Remember that crypto-assets (including
cryptocurrencies) are largely unregulated
by the Central Bank of Ireland or other
central banks in the EU. As a result, not
only is there a higher risk that you could
lose your money, but you have little or no
consumer protections.
• Taxes and fees may apply, so make sure
you fully understand how much you will
have to pay in these charges before you
invest.
Useful websites
Central Bank of Ireland
centralbank.ie
Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission
ccpc.ie

Investment tips
As with other types of purchases,
December 2021 / January 2022

PRODUCT TESTS / Cooker hobs

Cooker Hobs
A great cooker hob will make catering a
pleasure. Consumer Choice highlights
eight Choice Buys that can help you cook
to perfection.
A great cooker hob will effortlessly deliver
rapid boiling, fast and even frying, and
gentle low-temperature simmering and
will be a breeze to clean when the job is
done. Induction technology has become
increasingly common in the cooker hob
category and brings with it several key
advantages. This innovative technology uses
electromagnetism to turn iron-based pots
and pans into the heating element. When
the pan is placed on the hob, a magnetic
circuit is created between the pan’s base
and a copper coil underneath the glass hob
surface, with energy passed between the
two that heats up the pan only and not the
surrounding area. This makes induction
technology extremely energy efficient as all
the heat is focused on the pan and no energy
is lost heating up the entire cooking zone.
It also makes for very fast cooking as the
heat is coming directly from the pan rather
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than the hob. The flat glass surface is also
very easy to wipe clean, with few nooks and
crannies to trap dirt and crumbs.
		
Electric ceramic hobs can similarly
present few cleaning problems but they are
inevitably slower to warm up, with boiling a
pot of water typically taking almost twice
the length of time compared to an induction
hob. The response times of an electric
hob also cannot compete with those of
induction hobs, where turning the heat down
or off is reflected almost immediately. In
contrast, electric hobs do not provide the
same precision control over temperature
and they can be slow to cool down, which
you will need to take into account if, for
example, you are cooking more delicate
recipes like sauces that can easily dry out.
Competing against high-end induction hobs,
electric ceramic hobs rarely achieve Choice
Buy status but, among our current batch,

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Induction versus electric hobs
• Features to consider
• Eight Choice Buys
Consumer Choice has one electric model
to recommend alongside seven induction
models.

Features to consider
Whether you choose an induction hob
or an electric ceramic hob, you will be
getting a stylish appliance with a glossy
finish and a streamlined look. If you opt
for an induction model, you will need to
keep in mind that, for the electromagnetic
technology to work, you will have to use
pans that contain enough iron to conduct
the heat. Pans and cookware made from
cast iron, steel or enamelled steel, and
stainless-steel with a magnetic base or
core are all suitable. You can check if your
existing cookware is compatible by seeing
if a fridge magnet will stick to the base,
and, if not, you will need to factor the cost
of replacing your pots and pans in to your
December 2021 / January 2022

budget. Whether you go for an induction
or electric hob, it will need to be installed
by a registered electrician, so this will
again need to be factored in to the overall
cost.
		
Electric hobs typically have fewer
features on offer than high-end induction
hobs but there are a few extras that can be
worth looking out for to make life a little
easier. Meanwhile, many induction hobs
have some advanced capabilities that can
push up the initial purchase price but that
can add to their flexibility and versatility
and may have an appeal for those willing to
splash out. In addition, before buying you
should check out what safety features are
on board for added peace of mind.

Cooking zones
Electric ceramic hobs generally provide
four heat zones but with some models,
dual-zones are provided that allow you
to operate an inner zone within the main
ring so you can save energy when using a
smaller pan or size up when using a larger
pan. Meanwhile, induction hobs come
in a few different sizes, with standard
hobs, measuring around 60cm in width,
often providing four cooking zones, while
75cm- or 90cm-wide hobs typically have
five cooking zones. To provide greater
versatility, some induction hobs offer
bridging zones, which can connect two
zones together and cater for larger oval or
rectangular shaped pots.

Power boost
Induction hobs are fairly speedy anyway
but power boost settings are often
provided that deliver intense rapid heat,
which is useful for fast boiling, searing
or stir-frying. Our Choice Buy electric
ceramic hob also offers a power boost
function for when extra energy is needed.
A power boost can be handy for heating
up food or liquid quickly at the highest
setting, before automatically reducing
the heat to a pre-selected lower setting
to continue cooking. The power boost
function may not be available for all
cooking zones, depending on the model.

Timers
Many induction hobs have a timer
for programming individual zones to
automatically switch off when cooking
time is up. Electric ceramic hobs can
particularly benefit from a programmable
timer that can be set to take into account
the fact that the zone will take a while to
cool down and to gradually decrease the
heat towards the end of the cooking time.
In addition, some induction hobs in our
current batch also offer a minute minder
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that can be set at intervals to remind you
to check on your cooking or if it is time to
turn the zone off.

Automatic pan detection
Induction hobs typically come with
automatic pan detection, whereby the
hob will not start heating until it detects a
suitable pan on the ring and it will switch
off if the pan is removed. Moreover, with
small object recognition, the hob won’t
get confused and start heating up if small
metal objects like spoons are accidentally
placed on a cooking zone.

Residual-heat indicators
The heat zones on electric ceramic hobs
generally glow red when they are on to
warn you that they will be hot to the touch
and residual heat indicators may also
be provided, which are helpful as it can
take some time for a zone to cool down.
Although induction hobs can remain cool
to the touch because the pans themselves
become the heating element, there may
be some heat transfer from the pan to
the hob after lengthy cooking times and
residual-heat indicators again act as a
handy reminder that the zone is still warm.
The indicator will remain lit until the zone
is safe to touch.

Touch control panel
Both induction hobs and electric
ceramic hobs today typically have a
touch-sensitive control panel embedded
into the hob surface that makes cleaning
the appliance a breeze with no knobs
or buttons for dirt and grime to gather
around. Ideally, the touch-sensitive
controls, whether they are buttons or
sliders, on your hob should be intuitive to
use and positioned not too close to the
elements, so that they are easily accessed
even when all zones are in use. As a
safety feature, the control panel should
be lockable, particularly on electric hobs
where the cooking zones get extremely
hot. Although induction hobs are not quite
as dangerous for small children, child
safety locks are fitted on most to prevent
them being accidentally switched on by
little fingers. It is also handy to be able
to lock the controls temporarily to avoid
switching the hob on when you are wiping
away spills.

Automatic shutdown and pause function
Most induction hobs have a safety feature
that will automatically switch the hob off if
it has been left unattended or the settings
unchanged for an extended period of time.
This removes the need to panic if you
cannot remember if you have switched the

hob off before you left the house. Some
induction hobs additionally provide a
pause or ‘stop and go’ feature that lets you
instantly reduce all heat settings on all the
zones in use to their lowest level or to the
keep-warm setting so that you can leave
the hob unattended for a time – to answer
the front door, for example.

Induction technology and
pacemakers
Concerns have been raised about
whether induction hobs present
problems for those who have a
pacemaker fitted to regulate electrical
activity in the heart. The Irish Heart
Foundation notes that people with
pacemakers need to be careful around
some equipment with magnets in it
and, according to the British Heart
Foundation, because induction hobs
generate electromagnetic fields, these
could interfere with a pacemaker
so it is best to keep at least 60cm
between the hob and your pacemaker.
Academic evidence indicates that an
induction hob won’t cause catastrophic
change to a pacemaker and any
temporary effects are unlikely to
reprogramme or damage a pacemaker.
As always, it is best to follow medical
advice and you should carefully read
any written information provided with
the pacemaker or check with your
medical team.

Useful contacts
Ikea
tel 01 541 3300
www.ikea.com/ie
Indesit
tel 0818 313 413
indesit.ie
Neff
tel 01 450 2655
neff-home.com/ie
Siemens
tel 01 450 2655
siemens-home.bsh-group.com/ie
Zanussi
Electrolux Group
tel 0818 543000
www.zanussi.ie
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1. Siemens iQ100 EH801FVB1E €799 (Induction)

2. Zanussi ZIAN844K €690 (Induction)

The Choice Buy Siemens iQ100 EH801FVB1E does not come cheap but it is a

The Choice Buy Zanussi ZIAN844K is another pricey appliance but you will get

powerful and speedy induction hob that can do it all. Large and spacious at

powerful performance and plenty of features for your money. This induction hob is

80cm wide, this hob has five circular zones, all of which are easily controlled

78cm wide, so there is lots of room for the four cooking zones, enabling you to have

using a single slider at the front of the appliance. Each zone has its own boost

four large pots and pans on the go at once. It is brilliantly fast if you are in a hurry to

function when an added burst of energy is needed and this hob is exceptionally

boil a pot of water, but it can also be set at a very low temperature for simply keeping

fast to heat up but also impressively responsive, for precise control when very low

a sauce warm. The touch controls on the front are responsive and easy to use and a

temperatures are required. Thus, whether you want to swiftly boil a pot of water

boost setting is on offer for when additional speed is required, while a programmable

or gently simmer your porridge over a low heat, this Siemens model will deliver

timer and minute minder will help keep your meals on track. Heat distribution was not

impeccably. It automatically detects when a pan is centrally positioned on a zone,

as even as it could be, so some stirring will be required. Reassuring safety features

but it won’t turn on if a spoon or utensil has been accidentally left on the hob.

include a child lock, small object recognition, automatic shutdown and residual heat

Moreover, all the safety features you would expect from a high-end appliance are

indicators. A more unusual Boil Assist function detects when a pan is bubbling and

present, including a child lock for preventing small fingers from interfering with the

turns the heat down to avoid it boiling over, though should a spill occur, the smooth

controls and automatic switch-off after a significant spill or a period of inactivity.

glass surface is extremely easy to wipe down.
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3. Indesit IS83Q60NE €350 (Induction)

4. Ikea Blixtsnabb 700 €599 (Induction)

The Choice Buy Indesit IS83Q60NE is a great induction hob that delivers fast

The Choice Buy Ikea Blixtsnabb 700 is a large-sized, high-performing induction

and even cooking and is both straightforward to use and very easy to clean.

hob for busy households offering plenty of flexibility. At 78cm wide, this hob

This 60cm wide hob has four well-spaced cooking zones and each one has an

has room for a central cooking zone, surrounded by four other cooking areas

individual timer so you can set the heat to turn off as needed. Although not quite

and a bridging function means that pairs of zones can be used in conjunction

as speedy as some other Choice Buys, this Indesit hob is still nicely fast to heat

with each other if you have any big pots or unusually shaped cookware on the

up. A booster function is provided but this was found not to be hugely effective

go. Using all five zones at once can feel a little crowded, but each zone has its

in tests. In contrast, heat distribution - an area in which many induction hobs

own boost function and a programable timer. This hob is brilliantly fast to heat

struggle - is particularly good, ensuring very even cooking with the minimum of

up if you are in a hurry to pop your pasta into a pot of boiling water, but it can also

stirring required. This appliance also does a great job of simmering at a low heat or

be set at a very low temperature for simply keeping a sauce warm. With better

simply keeping a dish warm and swift response times mean that cooking will stop

heat distribution across a pan’s base than many induction hobs, this Ikea model

almost immediately after switching off. The touch controls are intuitive to use and

cooks very evenly when frying and rapid response times mean that cooking stops

the smooth surface is no problem to wipe clean. Other handy features that will

almost immediately when the power is turned off. Cleaning up afterwards is very

keep life simple and ensure safety include automatic pan detection, small object

easy with no nooks and crannies to trap dirt and crumbs and useful features

recognition, residual heat indicators, a child lock and a minute minder.

include residual heat indicators, automatic pan detection, and small object
recognition.
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5. Ikea Trevlig 300 €279 (Induction)

6. Ikea Hogklassig €479 (Induction)

For a mid-range price, the Choice Buy Ikea Trevlig 300 does an outstanding job when

The Choice Buy Ikea Hogklassig offers fast and flexible cooking with an impressive

it comes to fast, even and efficient cooking. Measuring 60cm wide, this induction

range of added features. This 60cm wide induction hob provides four cooking zones,

hob has four cooking zones, each of which has its own boost function and a timer

each of which comes with its own separate boost function and programmable timer.

that can be set to switch off when cooking time is done. Unlike some other Ikea

Moreover, two zones on either side of the hob can work jointly to form two extra-big

models, there is no bridging function to join cooking zones together to cater for larger

cooking zones for those who sometimes want to cook with large oval or rectangular

or oblong-shaped pots and the hob can feel a little cramped if all four zones are in

casserole dishes or pots. This hob is capable of super swift heating as well as precise

use at once. Those in a hurry will be more than happy with how quickly this induction

low-temperature control for very gentle simmering and it does a reasonable job of

hob heats up to bring a pot of water to the boil but, on the other end of the scale,

distributing heat across the base of a pan. Though the touch controls and settings may

it is adept at delivering low temperature control for very gentle simmering. Some

take a bit of getting used to, instead of adjusting the power level, you have the option

induction hobs struggle with evenly spreading heat across a pan base but the Trevlig

of presetting the different cooking zones with different heating levels and swapping

is exceptional in this area, ensuring very even browning of pancakes, say. The smooth

pots around as needed. Alongside the usual safety features, such as residual heat

black ceramic base is very wipeable, making it easy to keep clean, while safety

indicators and a child lock, this Ikea model offers automatic shut-off, small object

features include residual heat indicators, a child lock and automatic pan detection.

recognition, a minute minder, and a pause function that temporarily halts cooking but
remembers your settings if you have to leave the room for a few minutes.
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7. Ikea Grundad €199 (Induction)

8. Neff N50 T16FD56X0 €490 (Electric)

For a budget price, the Choice Buy Ikea Grundad is short on features but

The Choice Buy Neff N50 T16FD56X0 is an electric ceramic hob that impresses with

nonetheless performs to a high standard as well as being a breeze to use and

its all-round performance and ease of use. Measuring 60cm in width, this hob has

clean. This 60cm-wide hob has four cooking zones, which are well-spaced so that

four cooking zones - two small, one medium-sized and one large zone that can also

it doesn’t feel cramped even when all zones are in use. You will get basic features

be used as a small zone as required. Each zone comes with a generous 17 power

like automatic pan detection and residual heat indicators to let you know that a

levels plus a power boost function and a programmable timer that can be set to

zone is still warm, while the touch controls can be locked to prevent small hands

switch off at a specific time. Electric hobs traditionally do not match the speed of

adjusting the settings. There is no boost function but this Ikea hob heats pretty

induction hobs but this Neff model comes pretty close and it is exceptionally good at

quickly anyway - though not quite matching the speed of some other Choice Buys.

delivering gentle low-temperature simmering that won’t dry out the contents of your

Precise low-temperature control allows you to gently simmer or just keep a pot

pots. Lacking the rapid response times of induction technology, the cooking zones

warm without drying out the contents - and turning off the power produces a

stay hot after they are switched off, so you may need to take your pan off the heat and

very rapid response to avoid overcooking. As with many induction hobs, this one

the residual heat indicators come in particularly handy for warning you that the zone

struggles to distribute heat evenly across the bottom of a pan, so you may need to

may be still too hot to touch. The smooth, flat ceramic surface makes this hob pretty

keep stirring when pan frying. The simple control panel makes for very intuitive

easy to clean and controls are fairly straightforward generally, though the timer may

operation and spills are easily wiped away from the smooth glass base.

take some getting used to.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Freezers

Freezers

Bulk buying at the supermarket, batch
cooking for the week, stocking up for bad
weather…a great freezer will take excellent
care of your frozen assets.
A freezer can be a great investment if
you like to think ahead, buying freezable
food in bulk to maximise supermarket
savings when discounts arise or cooking
large batches of food in order to have
plenty of homemade dinners ready to be
defrosted when time is short. The freezer
compartment in a fridge freezer may not
provide enough storage, however, so a
more generously proportioned standalone freezer may be the answer for those
who have the space in their kitchens. Your
new appliance should be able to freeze
food fast and be easy to use and well
suited to your specific needs. It should
also be thoroughly reliable, keeping
temperatures stable regardless of how
warm or cold the surrounding room gets
and maintaining icy conditions for as long
as possible in the event of a power cut.
Our independent labs have rigorously
examined 14 available models of varying
sizes and shapes to see which ones will
stay cool when the heat is on. Our testers
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have particularly stringent standards in
the freezer category and no models in
our current batch scored highly enough
to be deemed a Choice Buy this time
around. A couple of freezers came very
close, however, and are definitely worth
considering. Moreover, a Choice Buy
from our 2018 report remains available in
shops and could be a great option.

Chest freezers versus upright
models
The available space you have at your
disposal to house a freezer will largely
determine the type of appliance you opt
for. The choice is essentially between
a chest freezer or an upright model whether tall or undercounter - and both
have their advantages. Here are some
factors you might like to consider:

Storage
Chest freezers are essentially wide-open
boxes, sometimes with a couple of

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Choosing a freezer
• Chest models vs upright models
• EU energy label

hanging wire baskets or vertical dividers,
and so compared with upright models,
they are better able to fit bulky items like
a leg of lamb or a turkey. Upright models,
which take up less floor space than chest
freezers and which open like a fridge,
have removable drawers that fit on fixed
shelves and that may not be deep enough
to accommodate anything very large or
awkwardly shaped.

Ease of use
Even with one or two hanging baskets,
chest freezers can be cavernous
containers in which food is hard to
organise and you may need to be
reasonably fit and nimble to reach down
to an item at the bottom of the appliance.
In contrast, upright freezers have the
advantage that food items can be sorted
into different drawers that are easily
accessed, making loading and retrieving
your frozen assets a breeze. This added
convenience comes at a price though, as
December 2021 / January 2022

upright freezers tend to be more expensive than
chest models.

Features
Chest freezers are typically simple appliances
with few bells and whistles. In contrast, if you opt
for an upright freezer, you may be able to avail of a
number of handy features, including a fast-freeze
function to provide an added boost of cooling power
when needed. Alarms or warning lights can be
useful to let owners know if the door has not closed
properly or if the interior temperature begins to
rise, threatening to spoil the frozen food inside. If
you dread the thought of periodically defrosting
your freezer, it might be worth seeking out a model
with a frost-free feature that prevents ice from
building up in your appliance in the first place.

Energy efficiency
As well as being cheaper to buy, chest freezers tend
to be less expensive to run. Due to their design,
they are generally slightly more energy efficient
than upright appliances and the fact that they
have a lid on top means that not as much cold air
escapes when you open them up.

Insulation
Chest freezers are generally better at keeping food
frozen in the event of a prolonged power cut and
could be worth considering if you live in an area
where power outages are common.

New energy label
Since March 2021, the energy
label for a number of household
appliances, including freezers,
has changed. Under the new EU
energy label, the energy rating
scale has returned to an A to G
score, eliminating the confusion
caused by the plus signs in the
older A+++ to G scale. With
the revised system, stricter
standards and measurement
methods are used to calculate the
energy efficiency of appliances
so it is now much harder for
products to achieve the top A
rating. The A classes have initially
been left clear to allow for further
innovation by manufacturers.
Currently, D-rated appliances
are considered average in terms
of energy consumption, while
B and C ratings indicate more
impressive energy efficiency.
Consumers purchasing a new
machine may be surprised by
the altered rating as it may look
to be much lower than older
ratings. Indeed, for the products

on test that have moved to the
new label, most were rated F
for energy efficiency under the
revised system, indicating that
manufacturers have plenty of
room for improvement in this
area. As not all appliances on
test have been changed over
to the new rating, we have not
recorded the freezers’ EU energy
rating on our table this time
around as it would be unfair given
the discrepancies between the
old and new systems. We have,
however, conducted our own
energy efficiency tests and these
scores appear on our table below.
As freezers are an always-on
appliance, consumers should
make sure to seek out the most
energy-efficient products to keep
electricity costs down and reduce
environmental impact.
		
For more information
on how the new EU energy label
works, go to https://thecai.ie/
new-generation-eu-energylabels/.

Previous Choice Buy
In our 2018 report, we highlighted a great built-in freezer from highly reputable manufacturer Miele. This is an expensive appliance
that has increased in price over time but that continues to deliver impeccable freezing performance.

Miele FNS35402i €2,000 (Built-in, upright)
Those willing to splash out on a top-notch freezer that they can get built into
their fitted kitchen might like to consider the Choice Buy Miele FNS35402i.
Undoubtedly expensive, this upright larder freezer is 140cm tall and has a usable
storage capacity of 115 litres as measured in our labs. This Miele model does a
great job of getting food frozen quickly, helping to retain nutrients and freshness,
and you can make use of the fast-freeze function if an extra boost is required. The
temperature inside this appliance will maintain its low temperature regardless
of how the temperature outside it fluctuates and its effective insulation means
that if the power goes off, the contents will remain totally safe for more than 18
hours. You can sort your frozen food over the six drawers provided and, with two
removable glass shelves, you can accommodate taller items if necessary. Setting
up this appliance is simple and it runs very efficiently for minimum impact on your
electricity bills. This freezer also works away quietly, though an alarm will sound
if the door is accidentally left open. Frost-free technology means no time will
need to be spent defrosting this freezer and it is easier to clean than many other
models, with not too many nooks and crannies for trapping small food particles.
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Worth considering
Three products in our current test did not score highly enough to be considered Choice Buys
but they nonetheless turned in a very decent performance and could be worth a look in your
search for the perfect freezer for your needs.

1. Samsung RZ32M7125B1/EU €1,000 (Freestanding, upright)
The Samsung RZ32M7125B1/EU is a pricey appliance but you will get a lot of freezer space
for your money as well as some fancy features. Freezing power on this tall, freestanding
appliance was decent but it is not the quickest around - though a fast-freeze function
is on offer to provide an added boost of power if needed. Once it has cooled your food
down to a safe temperature inside, however, it will keep it that way regardless of how the
outside temperature fluctuates. The generous usable storage of 227 litres is spread over
four drawers and three shelves and some smaller items can be stowed in the two racks
on the door. Despite its large size, this Samsung model is very energy efficient and runs
very quietly. The manufacturer touts its Slim Ice Maker, which is fitted to the appliance
door, as taking up minimal storage space while still dispensing ample ice at the flick of a
switch. Other handy features include frost-free technology to eliminate the tedious task
of manual defrosting, intuitive-to-use digital controls on the appliance door, a child lock to
prevent any tampering by small fingers and alarms to let you know if a door has been left
open or the interior temperature is getting too warm.

13. Bush BECF142L €210 (Freestanding, chest)
The modestly priced Bush BECF142L is a simple appliance that sticks to the basics and
performs them to a high standard. This Bush model is great at the all-important task
of getting recently added food down to frozen temperatures quickly and efficiently,
locking in freshness and nutrients. What’s more, the interior temperature will remain
rock solid, preserving your food perfectly regardless of changing temperatures outside.
This chest freezer provides a very decent 141 litres of usable space and a storage
basket is supplied that hangs over the main freezer cavity and that is useful for storing
smaller items that you might want to keep handy or that might get lost below. The
counterbalanced lid will stay open by itself, leaving you with two free hands to hunt
around for the items you need from inside. The energy efficiency of this freezer is good
for its size, so that it will be inexpensive to run as well as cheap to buy. The appliance
is, however, short on fancy features, so there are no warning alarms to alert you if the
temperature inside starts to rise and, with no frost-free technology, you will need to
make time for regular manual defrosting.

14. Bush BECF99L €170 (Freestanding, chest)
For a budget price, the Bush BECF99L is a cheap but effective chest freezer that won’t
let you down when the heat is on. With 98 litres of usable storage space inside, this
freezer provides plenty of power to quickly cool your fresh food down to safely frozen
temperatures, preserving goodness and ensuring that it will be the best quality possible
when you defrost it. Once frozen, your food will remain perfectly preserved as this
Bush model excels at guaranteeing temperature stability regardless of how hot or cold
the surrounding room gets. Inside this appliance, a suspended basket is supplied for
storing smaller items that you want to keep close to the top and the counterbalanced lid
will stay open on its own to free up both hands for rummaging around the main cavity.
This appliance is a breeze to clean and nicely easy to use once you have figured out the
thermostat. Fancy features are limited, however, so there are no warning alarms to let
you know if the interior temperature starts to rise and, with no frost-free technology, this
appliance will require manual defrosting. This Bush model scored only average for energy
efficiency and testers weren’t impressed with its ability to keep items safely frozen in the
event of a prolonged power cut.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

Freestanding or
built-in (F or B)

TEST PERFORMANCE
Size (cm) (hxwxd)*

Usable freezer
volume (litres)

Fast freeze
function

No frost freezer Freezing power (40%)

SCORE

Energy use (15%)

Ease of use (15%)

Recommended
thermostat
setting (10%)

Temperature
stability (10%)

Temperature stability
(room temperature of
25°C) (5%)

Noise and vibrations
(5%)

Freezer insulation
(0%)

%

Upright freezers

1,000

F

186 x 60 x 59

227.1

✓

✓

















74

Miele FN24062ws

869

F

145 x 60 x 56

151.7

✓

✓

















65

3

Neff G4344XFF0G

669

B

82 x 60 x 56

74.7

✓

















62

4

Kenwood F60X20

570

F

186 x 61 x 59

181.4

✓

✓

















59

5

Haier H3F-280WSAAU1

730

F

172 x 61 x 60

217

✓

✓

















57

6

Hotpoint HZA1.UK1

500

B

82 x 60 x 51

59.9

















50

7

Zanussi ZUHE30FW2

750

F

187 x 61 x58

191

✓

















42

8

Hisense FIV276N4AW1

510

B

178 x 55 x 53

153.2

✓

















41

9

Hisense FV105D4BC21

240

F

85 x 56 x 52

61.5

















40

10

Indesit I55ZM1110SUK

250

F

84 x55 x56

69.4

















39

11

Hoover HFZE54XK

250

F

86 x 56 x 51

56.5

















34

12

Candy CHTZ552WK

220

F

86 x 56 x 51

56.9
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1

Samsung RZ32M7125B1/EU

2

✓

USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Size: The dimensions of the appliance
rounded upwards to the nearest
centimetre, measured for minimum
height, width and depth with the door
closed - though the appliance may
need further space or gaps around
it for ventilation according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Usable freezer volume: The usable storage
space as measured in our labs.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Freezing power: The time taken to cool
down a light load in the freezer to an
average temperature of -18°C.
Energy use: Ratings for the energy
consumption of the appliance over 24
hours with the ambient room temperature
at 10°C, 25°C and 32°C.
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the
ease of opening the door, accessing the
contents and adjusting the controls, and
for the quality and handling of the storage
features.
Recommended thermostat setting: A
rating for the accuracy of the thermostat
settings on the appliance.
Temperature stability: The evenness and
stability of the temperature in the freezer
at room temperatures of 10°C and 32°C.
Temperature stability (room temperature
of 25°C): Rating for the evenness and
stability of the temperature in the freezer
at an ambient room temperature of 25°C.
Noise and vibrations: The level of noise
and vibration emitted by the freezer when
switched on, while running and when
being switched off – the more stars, the
quieter the appliance.
Freezer insulation: A rating for how long
the freezer will be able to keep food at a
safe temperature in the event of a power
cut.

Chest freezers

13

Bush BECF142L

210

F

85 x 63 x 56

140.7

















76

14

Bush BECF99L

170

F

85 x 55 x 50

98.2

















75

* The dimensions given are the minimum size rounded upwards to the nearest centimetre but not including air gaps or spaces recommended by the manufacturer.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Smartwatches

Smartwatches
Our independent labs have put 24 smartwatches through their paces, with 12 devices
coming out in front to be deemed Choice
Buys.
Smartwatches are primarily aimed at
bringing many of the functions of your
smartphone to your wrist but they are
increasingly adding impressive activity
tracking and health care features. These
devices tend to look very stylish, with the
choice today being between standard
digital screens and ‘hybrid’ models that
have a traditional analogue face behind
which is concealed a plethora of smart
features. Once paired with a smartphone,
a smartwatch will enable you to receive
notifications and - to greater and lesser
degrees - communicate directly from your
wrist, as well as track your fitness levels
and control a range of helpful apps.
		
Since we last reviewed
smartwatches in the July/August 2019
issue of Consumer Choice, these devices
have come a long way in improving their
activity tracking and incorporating
fitness features and they are move
moving beyond these capabilities to
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focus on overall health monitoring. The
most advanced smartwatches on the
market can take your blood pressure
and deliver ECG (electrocardiogram)
readings to monitor heart activity
and alert you if any abnormalities are
detected. It is questionable how much
these features can be relied upon and it
must be remembered that smartwatches
are not medical devices, so if you have
any concerns about your health, there is
no substitute for getting a professional
medical diagnosis.
		
When we looked at fitness
trackers in our October 2021 issue
of Consumer Choice, we found these
devices to be relatively affordable, with
the most expensive costing €110. With
their added smart connectivity features,
smartwatches are a pricier proposition,
however, with models in our current
batch costing from €80 all the way up
to over €500, though most of our Choice

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Choosing a smartwatch
• Health monitoring features
• 12 Choice Buys
Buys fall into the €200 to €300 range.
Higher priced devices will generally
deliver more advanced capabilities, both
in terms of smart features and fitness
and health monitoring, and/or be made
out of more premium materials, such as
stainless steel or aluminium rather than
plastic. Our independent labs have put
24 smartwatches at all price points to
the test, assessing their functionality,
usability, accuracy, battery life and more
- and half of these devices scored highly
enough to be deemed worthy Choice Buys.

Choosing a smartwatch
Because a smartwatch needs to be
paired with a smartphone, there are
compatibility issues to be considered
before purchase. Different brands of
smartwatches run different operating
systems and although manufacturers
have tried to increase cross-compatibility,
there are a number of points worth
December 2021 / January 2022

bearing in mind. Essentially, an Apple
watch running the manufacturer’s
proprietary operating system watchOS
works best with an iPhone, while
functionality with Android phones is likely
to be limited. However, just one iPhone in
the household may be enough as Apple’s
new Family Setup feature allows multiple
Apple Watches to be paired with the same
iPhone. Samsung watches, running the
Tizen operating system, again offer the
greatest compatibility with Samsung
brand phones, though functionality with
other Android phones will be more than
decent. Possibly the most versatile
smartwatch operating system is Google’s
Wear OS, which works seamlessly with a
wide range of Android phones with some
compatibility with iPhones, though not all
features will be on offer on iOS devices.

		
Beyond compatibility with your
smartphone, your decision about which
smartwatch to buy depends both on
your budget and on your primary reasons
for wanting a smartwatch. With such a
large range of features typically on offer,
inevitably some smartwatches are better
in certain areas than in others. Some will
focus on connectivity and communication
options, while others concentrate on
excelling as a fitness tracker with a
sprinkling of smart features thrown
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in. Accuracy levels can vary greatly, but
the best devices will count your steps
accurately even when you are just doing
your household chores and provide
reliable heart-rate monitoring whether
you are at rest, doing low-intensity
exercise or engaging in a high-intensity
workout. Most smartwatches deliver
tracking of standard activities like
walking, running, and cycling, with
waterproofing a common feature to
allow you to keep the device on for pool
swimming. Beyond these usual sports,
different devices can offer monitoring for
various exercise modes, with one Choice
Buy able to track over 100 different
sports. The type of data collected will
vary depending on the type of exercise
you are doing and some devices will
automatically detect activity, whereas
others will need to be switched on at the
start of a session.
		
In an increasingly healthconscious world, smartwatch
manufacturers have worked to
incorporate advanced sensors that, in
association with appropriate installed
apps, can deliver detailed feedback
on fitness levels and overall health
status. This expanded focus is reflected
in a change to our testing, with an
increased weighting afforded to our
fitness features score. As well as step
counting and heart-rate monitoring,
all of our smartwatches offer built-in
GPS that allows for more accurate and
phone-free distance, speed and route
tracking, along with sleep tracking to
help users check on their well-being
through the night. Many include an
altimeter to estimate altitude when
climbing and a pulse oximeter to monitor
SpO2 levels or blood oxygen saturation.
Meanwhile, many devices also deliver
VO2 max estimates, which measure
how much oxygen you are consuming
when exercising and can help gauge
your aerobic fitness. One manufacturer,
Garmin, has included its Body Battery
feature on a number of its smartwatches.
This feature offers guidance on the best
times for you to exercise based on your
heart-rate variability, stress and activity.
It produces a number between one and
100 to represent your energy level, with
a higher score indicating that you might
feel more up to engaging in strenuous
activities. Other devices provide stress
level monitoring, sometimes via a skin
temperature sensor used in conjunction
with an ECG, that can detect if you are
feeling agitated and suggesting calming
breathing exercises. Some devices can

also alert you if your heart rate goes too
high or low compared to your normal
levels. Again, it is important to reiterate
that smartwatches are not medical
devices and anyone with any health
concerns needs to consult their doctor.
		
The level of smart features
that smartwatches can provide varies
greatly. With most you will be able to
receive notifications of emails, texts,
calls and social media messages. Some
watches allow for a small number of
preset responses to texts, while the most
advanced models allow you to make and
receive calls directly from the device
via a built-in microphone and speaker.
Watches that include NFC (near-field
communication) enable users to make
contactless payments from their watch
and those that offer built-in wi-fi let you
stay connected when your phone is out of
Bluetooth range.
		
If you prefer to use your exercise
time to get away from communications
like emails, texts and calls and just want
to track basic metrics like steps taken
and calories burned, there is no need to
splash out on a fully featured smartwatch
and you should look instead at our fitness
tracker report in the October issue of
Consumer Choice.

Fall detection
A new feature being offered on
high-end smartwatches is fall
detection, also known as incident
detection. This feature is aimed at
giving family and friends peace of
mind, as it will automatically notify
an emergency contact if you suffer
a fall. Typically, an accelerometer
within the smartwatch will
detect hard falls and send an
SOS message to your emergency
contact along with details of your
location. This can be a handy
feature for frequent runners and
cyclists, and though some may be
tempted to buy a smartwatch that
incorporates fall detection for an
elderly relative, it is worth keeping
in mind that a dedicated fall
detection device may be a better and cheaper - option.
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1. Garmin Forerunner 55 €210

2. Garmin Venu Sq Music Edition €210

The Choice Buy Garmin Forerunner 55 is an outstanding smartwatch for
fitness enthusiasts at a mid-range price. A solidly built device, this smartwatch
is nonetheless lightweight at 36.7g and comfortable to wear with a range of
swappable straps. The 26mm display is not touch sensitive but it is easy to read
in all lighting conditions, though there are some reflection issues and the colours
could be more vibrant. A wide range of fitness tracking features are provided
with support for such activities as indoor and outdoor running, cycling, general
cardio and yoga. This device proved to be extremely accurate in tests, delivering
reliable heart-rate readings at all levels of exercise intensity, with alerts to
indicate when the heart rate goes too high or low. Steps counted when walking
and running were also very accurately tracked, though pottering about at home
did not register as well. The built-in GPS does a great job of monitoring speed
and distance travelled when outdoors and tracking of sleep patterns and stress
levels is also on offer. The range of smart features is not extensive but you will
be able to get notifications of calls, texts, emails, and social media messages,
though, with no NFC, contactless payments are not possible. Battery life is
particularly impressive, with testers measuring a whopping three weeks on a full
charge and recharging from scratch takes less than 1.5 hours.

The Choice Buy Garmin Venu Sq Music Edition is an excellent smartwatch with
built-in music storage for those who like to listen to motivational tunes as they
exercise while leaving their smartphone at home. Pretty lightweight at 38g and
comfortable to wear, this device has a scratch-resistant square touchscreen
measuring 33mm that is easily readable in all lighting conditions, including
strong sunlight. A plethora of fitness tracking features is on offer, including
highly accurate heart-rate monitoring at all exercise intensity levels, VO2 max
measurements, an SpO2 sensor or pulse oximeter for gauging blood oxygen
levels, and built-in GPS for phone-free distance tracking. This device passed our
accuracy tests with flying colours, and as well as measuring relevant metrics for
usual activities such as walking, running, cycling and swimming, other exercise
modes include golf, yoga, indoor rowing, pilates and customised workouts. A key
selling point is the built-in music player onto which you can download music from
your computer or from sources such as Spotify or Amazon to listen to through
Bluetooth-connected headphones. The battery lasts up to ten days and a decent
range of smart features are on offer, with notifications for calls, texts, emails and
social media messages, while Android users can reject calls and send replies to
texts. Those who can do without built-in music storage can opt for the otherwise
almost identical and similarly talented Garmin Venu Sq, priced at €150.

3. Garmin Forerunner 745 €513

4. Samsung Galaxy Watch 3 €330

The priciest smartwatch in our current batch, the Choice Buy Garmin Forerunner
745 offers an impressive range of high-end fitness features and is aimed
primarily at serious runners and triathletes. A well-built device with a scratchresistant screen, this smartwatch is not too heavy at almost 47g, despite the
vast array of features on board, and is generally comfortable to wear. The 30mm
colour display provides good readability in both dim and bright light, though there
are some reflection issues. The screen is not touch-sensitive but navigation is
pretty intuitive via the five buttons provided. Beyond tracking the usual metrics
of heart-rate, calories, and distance, this Garmin model can analyse your running
style, suggest workout routines, and provide statistics on your pace, heart-rate
variability, cadence, performance ability and recovery times. Swimmers and
cyclists will also have access to a greater range of metrics than are generally
on offer and preloaded activity profiles can produce data on sports from hiking
to skiing. The heart-rate monitor, built-in GPS, and altimeter were all found
to deliver very accurate information, though the SpO2 sensors’ readings were
more variable. Although it provides some smart features, these are limited,
particularly for Apple users, with Android users having more options in terms
of being able to customise their notifications or send preset messages. Other
features on offer include NFC and storage for downloaded music, while battery
life lasts around nine days.

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Watch 3 looks like a stylish traditional watch
but offers an impressive range of both smart and fitness features that work
superbly well for those who own an Android phone. This Samsung model
comes in two sizes - 41mm or 45mm - and the leather strap can be swapped
for a silicon band for a sportier look or use in the pool. The 35mm colour
touchscreen display adjusts to the ambient light and is easy to read across all
lighting conditions, with Gorilla Glass making it extremely scratch-resistant
and hard-wearing. The watch face is highly customisable and the large screen
size allows four different metrics to be shown at one time. Navigation is via
the rotating bezel plus swiping and tapping actions, with testers awarding
top marks for ease of use. A vast array of fitness and health tracking features
are on offer, including built-in GPS, a heart-rate monitor, an altimeter, a pulse
oximeter, and even fall detection, while ECG and blood pressure readings
should become available to users via a future software update. With the ability
to track multiple activities, this watch is great for those who enjoy a range
of sports and exercise options and its smart features are comprehensive,
including allowing users to make and respond to calls via the built-in
microphone and speaker. Testers noted some issues connecting this Samsung
watch with an iOS phone, however.
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5. Fitbit Sense €319

6. Garmin Instinct Solar €290

The Choice Buy Fitbit Sense does a super job of tracking activities and exercise
with some high-end health-monitoring features also provided. Solidly built
and hard-wearing, this watch weighs a not-too-heavy 49g and is comfortable
to wear. The 40mm colour display adjusts to ambient light and is nicely bright,
aiding readability even in strong sunlight albeit with some reflection issues.
The large display size allows three different metrics to be presented at one
time, and the touch-sensitive screen allows for intuitive navigation. The smart
features include notifications for calls, texts, emails and social media updates,
while you will also be able to read emails and text messages and Android users
can respond to texts using preset messages and emojis. A full range of fitness
tracking features are on offer, including built-in GPS, a heart-rate monitor, a
pulse oximeter and the ability to produce VO2 max measurements. Along with
running, cycling, swimming and sleep tracking functionality, this device has
an impressive array of exercise modes that include martial arts, golf and kick
boxing. The Fitbit Sense is very similar to the cheaper Fibit Versa 3 but it offers
additional health-monitoring features including an ECG (electrocardiogram)
that monitors heart activity and claims to alert users of abnormalities and a
skin-temperature sensor that estimates stress levels. If you can do without
these health-focused extras, the Fibit Versa 3 is also a Choice Buy and is priced
at almost €100 less.

The Choice Buy Garmin Instinct Solar is an excellent option for serious sports
enthusiasts looking for accurate activity tracking and exceptional battery life,
aided by solar-powered top-ups. The plastic casing lacks a premium look and
feel but the device is very hard-wearing and scratch resistant and comes in a
variety of colours with swappable silicon straps. Weighing 54g, this watch is
not the heaviest device around but it is 16mm wide so may feel rather bulky.
The 27mm monochrome screen offers good contrast and is generally easy to
read even in bright sunlight. As the screen is not touch sensitive, navigation
is via button controls that may take some getting used to. Fitness tracking
features include built-in GPS and a heart-rate monitor that were found to be
highly accurate, an altimeter that was reasonably accurate in tests, and a pulse
oximeter that produced more variable results. A wide range of activity-tracking
options is provided for those who enjoy multiple sports, with runners particularly
well served. Paired with a smartphone, this watch will receive notifications of
texts, calls and social media updates and users can read emails and reply to
texts with preset phrases. Long battery life is a particular plus on this watch,
which incorporates ‘Power Glass’ technology that uses solar energy to top up the
device’s charge when outside. This feature could be especially useful for those
who participate in lengthy activities, such as multi-day hikes.

7. Fitbit Versa 3 €229

8. Apple Watch SE (44 mm) €320

The Choice Buy Fitbit Versa 3 supports a wide range of activities and sports and
delivered high performance levels across our stringent tests. Fairly lightweight
at 44g, this well-built device is comfortable to wear and won’t be a problem if you
want to keep it on at night to facilitate detailed sleep tracking. The colour screen
measures a generous 40mm with room for three different metrics to be shown
at one time. The display adjusts to ambient light and can be easily read even in
strong sunlight, though testers noted some reflection issues. Comprehensive
tracking of walking, running, cycling and swimming is provided along with data
for an impressive range of other exercise modes, from yoga and pilates to martial
arts, kickboxing, weights and golf. Testers found the heart-rate monitor to be
very accurate at higher intensity levels and the step counter also does a great job,
with the built-in GPS accurately measuring distance travelled. In terms of smart
features, this Fitbit is no slouch, with users receiving notifications for calls, texts,
social media messages and email. You can also read your emails and texts and
Android users can reply to texts with preset messages, emojis and via the Alexa
voice assistant, though testers found some difficulties using the voice control
feature. A magnetic cradle is supplied for ease of recharging, which takes just an
hour and 20 minutes from flat and yields a decent six days of battery life.

The Choice Buy Apple Watch SE may be cheaper than the Apple Watch Series 6
but nonetheless delivers high-end performance and fractionally outperformed
its sibling in our tests. The SE comes in two sizes, the tested 44mm version and
a 40mm version priced at €280. All the advanced features you would expect in
an Apple smartwatch are present, including built-in GPS, a heart-rate monitor,
an altimeter, fall detection, voice control through Siri, and 32GB of storage for
music, apps and photos. Wi-fi connectivity is provided in addition to Bluetooth
and you can use this device for contactless payments via Apple Pay. As well
as getting smart notifications, you will be able to make and receive calls, with
testers finding call clarity to be excellent. Although it weighs a substantial 66g,
testers found it comfortable to wear. The Apple Watch Series 6 will additionally
provide such health extras as a blood oxygen sensor and the ability to take
ECG readings but if you can do without these, the Apple Watch SE proved to be
slightly more accurate in measuring heart rate during low intensity exercise
and to have a marginally more accurate altimeter. Battery life is also longer
on the less expensive device, with the SE measuring around 53 hours on a full
charge, so it will need to be recharged every second day on average, whereas
you will likely have to charge the Series 6 daily.
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9. Garmin Venu 2 (45mm) €340

10. Huawei GT 2e €80

The Choice Buy Garmin Venu 2 is another excellent smartwatch aimed firmly
at fitness enthusiasts. At 48g, it is not too heavy for a smartwatch and pretty
comfortable to wear. The excellent 33mm colour display with 416 x 416 resolution
is bright and easy to read, regardless of surrounding lighting conditions, with
not too many reflection issues. Navigation is particularly straightforward via
the touch-sensitive screen and two physical buttons and this device offers
wi-fi connectivity as well as NFC for making contactless payments via Garmin
Pay. In all, there are 25 preloaded indoor sports apps to help track all manner of
workouts, including running, walking, cycling, golf and strength training. Step
counting is accurate, even when you are only pottering around the house, and
the heart-rate monitoring is also fairly reliable, especially when exercising at
high-intensity levels, with swimmers also able to monitor their heart rate under
water. In terms of smart features, Android users fare a bit better than owners of
iPhones, as they will be able to use the Venu 2 to reject calls and respond to texts
with a few preset messages. Those who prefer to leave their phone at home will
benefit from the built-in GPS to track their route and from storage space for up
to 2,000 songs to listen to on the go. The battery lasts for about ten days before
needing recharging, which takes just under two hours from flat.

The least expensive smartwatch in our current batch, the Choice Buy Huawei
GT 2e offers a very good range of fitness functions with lengthy battery life but
skimps a bit on smart features. This watch is solidly built but it is heavy at 72g and
fairly bulky, so although sleep tracking it provided, you are unlikely to want to wear
this watch all through the night. The 35mm colour screen with a resolution of 454
x 454 is nicely clear and was found to be reassuringly scratch-resistant in tests. A
plethora of health and activity tracking functions are provided, including built-in
GPS for phone-free route-tracking, waterproofing so you can keep it on when in
the pool, an accurate altimeter for estimating altitude and gain when climbing,
and heart-rate monitoring, which testers found worked well during high-intensity
exercise but was less impressive when recording resting heart rate. This watch
can also produce VO2 max estimates and blood oxygen readings. Along with
the usual sports tracked, data can be delivered for more unusual activities such
as climbing, ballet and skateboarding. The GT 2e’s smart features are more
limited, however, with no wi-fi connectivity and no NFC for contactless payments.
Although you will be able to receive call and text notifications if your phone is
nearby, you won’t be able to reply via the watch. On the plus side, battery life lasts
12 days on a full charge.

11. Huawei GT 2 Pro €229
The Choice Buy Huawei GT 2 Pro is a great smartwatch that combines ease of
use with an impressive range of functions and features. The heaviest watch on
test at 84g and fairly bulky dimensions, this watch will not suit every wrist but
testers nonetheless found it fairly comfortable for daytime wear. The 35mm
colour display is clear and easy to read, with room to show four different metrics
at once. Navigation is intuitive via the touch-sensitive screen and two buttons
positioned on the side of the watch. The various exercise modes tracked include
familiar running, cycling and swimming options along with more specialised
sports such as climbing and triathlon. Fitness features include a heart-rate
monitor, built-in GPS, an altimeter, and a pulse oximeter with testers finding
high levels of accuracy in terms of step counting, GPS distance tracking, and
altimeter and blood oxygen readings. Heart-rate monitoring was more variable in
tests, however, and wasn’t particularly accurate when measuring high-intensity
activity. The decent range of smart features include the ability to receive texts
and emails, though you will not be able to respond, along with social media and
calendar notifications. Using the built-in speaker and microphone, however, you
will be able to make and receive phone calls and Android phone users will be able
to control their music listening. Battery life was measured at just over 13 days
and the device can be charged wirelessly via a magnetic cradle.
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12. Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 Classic
(46mm) €309

If you don’t mind regularly recharging your smartwatch and you own an Android
phone, the Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 Classic is an outstanding
option. The Watch 4 Classic weighs a hefty 76g and has a clear 34.6mm colour
display that adjusts its brightness levels to ambient conditions, making it easy
to read even in strong sunlight. Navigation is via the touch-sensitive screen
and two physical buttons on the side or using the rotating bezel, with menus
and setting options that are well laid out and intuitive. Advanced features
include built-in wi-fi, NFC for making contactless payments via Samsung Pay,
and Bixby voice control when paired with a Samsung phone. This watch lets
you read and reply to texts and emails and you can control music either from
your phone or stored on the device itself thanks to the 16GB internal memory.
About 100 different sports can be tracked, with high levels of accuracy in terms
of step counting, GPS distance tracking and heart-rate monitoring at various
exercise intensities. The watch will not connect to Apple phones and some
high-end capabilities - such as taking blood pressure or ECG readings - can
only be used in conjunction with the Samsung Health Monitor app, which is
only available on Samsung Galaxy smartphones. With so many features, the
trade-off is battery life that lasts just over two days, but recharging is made
very convenient via the magnetic cradle.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

Price (€)

Weight (g)

Monochrome
or colour
screen (M
or C)

Touchsensitive
screen

USING THE TABLE

SCORE

Size of display
(mm)

Built-in GPS

Operating system

Smart functions
(25%)

Fitness functions (25%)

Ease of use
(20%)

Battery (15%)

Features (5%)

App (5%)

Build Quality
(5%)

%

26

✓

Garmin Watch OS















86

33

✓

Garmin Watch OS















83

30.4

✓

Garmin Watch OS















81

1

Garmin Forerunner 55

210

36.7

C

2

Garmin Venu Sq Music Edition

210

38.0

C

3

Garmin Forerunner 745

513

46.7

C

4

Samsung Galaxy Watch 3

330

64.9

C

✓

35

✓

Tizen OS 5.5.0.1















81

5

Fitbit Sense

319

48.9

C

✓

40

✓

Fitbit OS















81

6

Garmin Instinct Solar

290

53.6

M

27

✓

Garmin Watch OS















81

7

Fitbit Versa 3

229

43.8

C

✓

40

✓

Fitbit OS















81

8

Apple Watch SE (44 mm)

320

66.0

C

✓

43

✓

watchOS















80

9

Garmin Venu 2 (45mm)

340

48.4

C

✓

33

✓

Garmin Watch OS















80

10

Huawei GT 2e

80

72.0

C

✓

35

✓

Lite OS















79

11

Huawei GT 2 Pro

229

83.7

C

✓

35

✓

Lite OS















79

12

Samsung Galaxy Watch4 Classic (46mm)

309

76.0

C

✓

34.6

✓

Wear OS Powered by
Samsung















79

13

Apple Watch Series 6 GPS (44 mm)

400

66.2

C

✓

43

✓

watchOS















78

14

Garmin Forerunner 45

150

36.0

C

26

✓

Garmin Watch OS















78

15

Amazfit GTS 2 mini

95

31.1

C

✓

39

✓

Amazfit OS















76

16

Huawei Watch Fit

90

35.3

C

✓

41

✓

Lite OS















75

17

Garmin Lily (Sport)

205

24.0

M

✓

25.4

proprietary















75

18

Garmin vivoactive 4 (45mm)

299

51.0

C

✓

33

✓

Garmin Watch OS















75

19

Huawei Watch 3 (Active) (46mm)

429

83.0

C

✓

36

✓

HarmonyOS 2.0















74

20 Amazfit GTS 2e

140

39.0

C

✓

42

✓

Amazfit OS















73

21

Garmin vivomove 3S

190

37.0

M

✓

20

Garmin Watch OS















70

22

Fitbit Versa 2

170

41.5

C

✓

35

Fitbit OS















70

23

Honor MagicWatch2

180

69.3

C

✓

35

✓

Lite OS















68

24

Huawei GT 2 (46mm)

199

71.5

C

✓

35

✓

Lite OS















68
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✓
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Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around. The price reflects the cost of
the device with the smallest and least
expensive band available.
Weight: Weight in grams of the watch.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Smart functions: Includes ratings for the
quality of the communication functions,
such as receiving and responding
to phone calls, texts, emails, and
social media notifications, and for the
availability of voice control and the ability
to control a paired smartphone’s music
player and camera.
Fitness functions: Rating for the quality
and accuracy of the fitness tracking
functions, including the step, distance
and calorie counters and the heart-rate
monitor and GPS feature.
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the
ease of setting up the watch, everyday
operation, installing and using apps as
well as the wearing comfort and build
quality of the device and the readability
and scratch resistance of the screen.
Battery: Rating for how long the battery
lasts on a full charge and the time taken
to completely charge the battery.
Features: Rating for the range of features
on offer, including connectivity options,
fitness features, smart features and
water and splash resistance, and for the
size of the internal memory.
App: The overall performance of the
main Android or iOS app and the ease of
installing, navigating and managing the
app.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Smartphones

Smartphones
Test results on 33 smartphones currently
on the market reveal which ones are top of
the class.
Smartphones are integral to most
consumers’ lives and are considered a
must-have essential rather than a nice-to
have extra. While some just want a basic
model that can take care of everyday
tasks, others will yearn for the top-of-the
range capabilities and specifications of the
highest-end devices. Whether you spend
€100 or €1,000 on your new smartphone,
you will be looking for a device that is
intuitive to use and that runs smoothly
and seamlessly with a nicely bright and
clear display and decent battery life. A
great camera setup is an added bonus
that some will consider worth forking out
more for and the power of the processor
will dictate how effortlessly your device
will be able to cope with intensive apps or
demanding gaming. In our current batch,
Consumer Choice has test results on 33 of
the latest smartphones on the market but which ones are top of the class?

Smartphones on test
Most smartphones on test have displays
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that our independent labs rated excellent
to very good, with only some devices at
the bottom of our table and the very much
lower end of the price bracket sporting
screens that left a little to be desired.
Most consumers will be looking for the
easy option - that is, a smartphone that is
straightforward and intuitive to navigate.
Happily, most devices on the market
oblige, as evidenced by the high ease-ofuse scores for all models on our table.
Moreover, the majority of phones on test
deliver smooth and seamless operation
with little lag when web browsing - though
inevitably, more intensive apps and heavyduty gaming will require the more powerful
processors of the high-end, pricier
devices. Battery life is more variable and,
in fact the brighter the screen, the more
powerful the processor and the more
advanced the capabilities on offer can all
take a severe toll on running time. As a
result, less feature-laden phones can last
a lot longer without needing a recharge.
Recharging times can also vary greatly -

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• 33 smartphones on test
• Environmental impact
• 11 Choice Buys

for example, among our Choice Buys are
phones that take just 37 minutes for a
full recharge from flat, while one takes an
extremely lengthy four hours.
		
What really separates a good
phone from a great phone today is its
camera capabilities - this area has
been a major focus for some years for
manufacturers looking to differentiate
their devices. As our table shows, most
phones on the market have moved beyond
single- and even dual-lens cameras to
offer a triple- or quadruple-lens rear
camera configuration – typically including
telephoto, wide-angle and ultra-wideangle lenses. Zoom capabilities have
been added and improved in some cases,
with both electrical and optical image
stabilisation tools increasingly on offer
for video results with less camera shake.
Moreover, the best smartphones offer
a high degree of control and plenty of
creative opportunities for the enthusiastic
photographer, though many of us will
be pleased with the very decent results
December 2021 / January 2022

produced by more modestly priced
models.

		
As devices become ever slimmer
and more streamlined, manufacturers
are rethinking what ports and connectors
are necessary. Increasingly, high-end
smartphones are following the example
originally set by Apple and are ditching
the familiar 3.5mm headphone jack. This
essentially means that you will either
need to use Bluetooth headphones or
earphones or buy a separate adaptor for
personalised listening. Apple iPhones
have never provided a memory card slot,
so the amount of onboard storage on the
device cannot be expanded. In our current
batch, a number of high-end phones have
again followed Apple’s lead here, including
some Samsung and Oppo models, so
you will have to make do with the inbuilt
memory on offer, not all of which will be
available to users after the preinstalled
apps are taken into account. On the plus
side, the amount of storage provided has
increased significantly in recent years
as manufacturers take into account
consumers’ preference for storing lots of
photos, music, games and apps on their
mobile devices. Even the lowest priced
devices on our current table offer a decent
32GB, and some high-end phones have
versions with 256GB, 512GB and even 1TB
of inbuilt storage - though you will pay
dearly for these models.
		
The next thing to disappear on
high-end phones may be the slot for the
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SIM card if the eSIM becomes the norm
over the coming years. Standing for
Subscriber Identity Module, the SIM is the
tiny removable card usually supplied by
your mobile provider that slides into the
device like a drawer and without which
you won’t be able to use the phone’s
communication capabilities. Now, eSIMs
or embedded SIMS are emerging that are
soldered to the motherboard inside the
phone and perform the same functions
as a regular SIM card. Although an eSIM
cannot be physically removed, you will still
be able to switch mobile service providers
and a key advantage is that the elimination
of the physical sliding drawer frees up
space on the device, translating into a
thinner design and more room for a bigger
battery. Apple’s newest iPhones have
the option of using two eSIMs while the
manufacturer’s latest smartwatches also
make use of eSIM technology, helping to
keep down the overall size of the wearable
devices.
		
Many of the models in our
current batch are 5G enabled to
futureproof them for enhanced networking
capabilities.

Environmental impact
Unlike tablets, laptops and ereaders,
which consumers tend to hang on to for
longer periods of time, smartphones
seem to be treated as disposable devices,
despite their often-astronomical cost.
Many consumers change their phones
every couple of years - sometimes
because the phone is damaged or no
longer working optimally and sometimes
because a contract has come to an end
and there is a newer and more exciting
upgrade on the market. However,
each new smartphone purchase has a
significant environmental impact, given
the depleting natural resources and raw
materials that are used in its manufacture
as well as the carbon emissions generated
in the production and transportation of
the device to get it into the consumer’s
hands.
		
From an environmental
perspective, the kindest thing for
the planet is to continue to use your
smartphone for as long as possible,
ignoring the temptation to upgrade to
a newer and shinier device. There will,
inevitably, come a time when you must
part company with your old smartphone,
but there are a number of ways that you
can dispose of it responsibly. The options
include trading in your old device when
you are buying a new one, selling your old

device to a company that will refurbish
it and sell it on to a new owner, selling
the device yourself on an online site, or
donating it to a suitable charity that can
accept it. Alternatively, you can make
sure to recycle your device, either with a
mobile operator or by taking it to a Civic
Amenity Site or WEEE recycling point,
where each component will either be
disposed of safely or reused. Importantly,
proper recycling will mean that your
device will not end up in landfill, where
dangerous toxic chemicals such as lead
and chromium can leak into the soil.
		
When moving to a new
smartphone, one thing to avoid is leaving
your old device, with all the precious
minerals and metals that it contains,
at the bottom of a drawer. According
to the 2020 Mobile Phone E-Waste
Index, commissioned by German usedelectronics online shop reBuy, Ireland
has 4.9 million ‘shelved’ phones, which
are discarded but not defunct devices
gathering dust in our homes. The Index
found that the total number of shelved
phones in the 27 countries analysed
is 23,964 tonnes, which equates to a
sales value of €1.9 billion in precious
metals such as gold, silver, palladium,
platinum and copper. By properly reusing
or recycling your old phone instead of
letting it languish forgotten and unloved
on a shelf, you can free up the valuable
materials inside and reduce the further
depletion of scarce resources.
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1. Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max €1,180

2. Sony Xperia 5 II €960

Topping our current table, the Choice Buy Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max is both big

The Choice Buy Sony Xperia 5 II is a high-performing smartphone that

and beautiful, delivering the outstanding performance you might expect for

impressed our testers with its stunning screen, excellent camera setup,

those willing to fork out the massive purchase price. In a small design tweak

lengthy battery life, great sound and more. Though by no means a small

from the iPhone 12 Pro Max, the ear speaker is at the top edge of the phone

phone, the Xperia 5 II is slightly slimmer than Sony’s Xperia 5 and Xperia 1 II,

and there is a slightly smaller notch for the front camera, while the option for

with a screen measuring 6.1 inches that could be more comfortable for some

using two eSims at once has been added. Measuring a substantial 6.7 inches

users to hold. Underneath the hood and keeping everything moving very

and weighing a hefty 240g, this phone may be too large and heavy for some

swiftly indeed is the powerful Qualcomm Snapdragon 865 5G processor and

but it provides plenty of room to admire the dazzling 1284 x 2778 screen, while

a substantial 8GB of RAM. With a display resolution of 1080 x 2520, the screen

the built-in speakers produce strong, balanced sound. Aiding super-speedy

is bright, colourful and easy to read, while the two stereo speakers produce

performance is a powerful A15 processor with 6GB of RAM and a bigger

nicely balanced audio. The camera on the rear is comprised of a 12MP wide

battery than its predecessor ensures a longer running time of up to 33 hours

lens, a 12MP ultra-wide lens and a 12MP telephoto lens, which combine to take

on full brightness and up to 52.5 hours if you turn the brightness levels

detailed and generally impressive photos with rich detail even when zoomed

down. The three-lens camera system on the rear of the phone has also been

in. Video footage taken on the rear camera is also nicely fluid with great colour

improved, adding functions and capabilities to produce brilliantly detailed

contrast. With a larger 4,000mAh battery than its predecessors, the Xperia 5II

photos and video footage. Apple phones do not have a micro-SD card slot

can manage an impressive 40.5 hours of running time at maximum brightness

and the tested model has 128GB of onboard storage, with other even pricier

and longer if you dim the screen. There is no face recognition feature for

versions offering 256GB, 512GB and 1TB of built-in memory.

unlocking your phone but the fingerprint sensor built into the power button
works swiftly and reliably.

3. Apple iPhone 13 Pro €1,080

4. Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra €1,220

Those who cannot manage the size and weight of the iPhone 13 Pro Max but

The largest and most expensive phone in our current test, the Choice Buy Samsung

are keen to get their hands on all of its impressive capabilities might like to

Galaxy S21 Ultra boasts top-of-the-range specifications with particularly

consider the Choice Buy Apple iPhone 13 Pro. Coming down in size to a still

impressive camera capabilities. At a whopping 6.8 inches, this phone is coming close

substantial 6.1 inches, the screen on the 13 Pro has a slightly lower resolution

to the dimensions of a small tablet and certainly those who like to view video on their

of 1170 x 2532 but is nonetheless stunning to look at with rich detail and

phone will have plenty of room to admire the exceptional OLED screen with 1440 x

excellent readability in all lighting conditions. The addition of ProMotion

3200 resolution. Those who like to multitask or use intensive apps will appreciate

technology with a 120Hz refresh rate, a feature you will not find on the iPhone

this phone’s incredibly speedy performance aided by the manufacturer’s Exynos

13, makes this phone exceptionally responsive and, with the same powerful

2100 processor and a massive 12GB of RAM. Samsung has also introduced some

A15 processor and 6GB of RAM as the Pro Max, navigation and performance

major camera updates on the S21 Ultra, which boasts an 108MP wide lens, a 12MP

are ultra-speedy. On the rear of the phone is an improved three-camera

ultra-wide lens, and two 12MP telephoto lenses, with 3x and 10x magnification. This

setup that includes an ultra-wide-angle lens with autofocus function and a

rear camera set-up combines to produce beautiful photos - particularly in daylight -

telephoto lens with 3x magnification, which combine to enhance the quality

and impressive video footage, with highly effective image stabilisation. The sizeable

and detail of photos and video footage. With a smaller battery than on the 13

5,000mAh battery delivers 31.5 hours of running time at maximum brightness, and

Pro Max, battery life on the 13 Pro lasts 26 hours at maximum brightness and

more if you dim the screen. A drawback is the slow recharging time, which takes a

up to 40 hours with the brightness levels turned down. Given the hefty price

lengthy four hours from flat. This Samsung model is compatible with the popular S

tag, it is reassuring that this phone is effectively waterproofed and scored top

Pen stylus for drawing and making notes on the screen and you have the option of

marks in our durability and scratch-resistance tests.

using a face scanner or a fingerprint sensor for fast and secure unlocking.
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5. Oppo Find X3 Pro €1,320

6. Apple iPhone 13 €850

With an eyewatering price tag, the Choice Buy Oppo Find X3 Pro is an outstanding

The Choice Buy Apple iPhone 13 is every bit as excellent and user-friendly as

high-spec phone that can rival the top devices from Apple and Samsung. The

you would expect, having made some small but useful improvements from the

large 6.7-inch display with 1440 x 3216 resolution is beautifully bright and

iPhone 12. As with all phones in the 13 series, the design has been tweaked

detailed and you will have no problems with readability whatever the lighting

to move the ear speaker to the top edge of the phone and reduce the size of

conditions. Powering this very user-friendly phone is the heavy-duty Qualcomm

the notch for the front camera, while the option for using two eSims at once

Snapdragon 888 processor and a whopping 12GB of RAM so performance is

has been added. Although sporting the same dimensions as the iPhone 13

extremely speedy and the seamless operation is further aided by the highly

Pro, the iPhone 13 is lighter at 175g due to its aluminium frame, and although

responsive touchscreen, with the well-spaced keyboard also a bonus. The

it lacks its more expensive siblings’ ProMotion technology with 120Hz refresh

camera setup is impressive, with 50MP wide, 50MP ultra-wide, 13MP tele and

rate, the 6.1-inch touchscreen is still extremely responsive. The 1170 x 2532

3MP microscope lenses on the rear, while the front camera boasts a 32MP wide

is beautiful to view with great readability in all lighting conditions and within

lens. There is plenty of scope for enthusiastic photographers to get creative with

the device is an A15 Bionic chip backed by 4GB of RAM that will provide ample

this phone’s large range of camera features and the quality of the photos and

processing power for even tough multitasking duties. With two 12MP cameras

especially the video footage is excellent. Despite housing a sizeable 4,500mAh

on the rear of the iPhone 13, enhancements to the camera capabilities

battery, running time is no more than decent at 26 hours, but happily recharging

include the addition of effective sensor-shift stabilisation that allows steady

is very swift indeed, taking just 37 minutes from flat. There is no micro-SD card

pictures to be taken even in low light, a choice of ‘photographic styles’ and a

slot to expand memory but onboard storage is a generous 256GB, of which 235GB

new cinematic mode that brings a depth-of-field effect to video recordings.

is available to users. You can choose between face recognition or a fingerprint

Battery life is 27 hours at full brightness but dimming the screen will yield up

scanner to unlock this phone and both are fast and reliable.

to 40 hours.

7. Samsung Galaxy A52s €470

8. Apple iPhone 13 Mini €760

For a mid-range price, the Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy A52s will get you close

Those who just can’t get their heads - or hands - around the six-inch-plus

to a high-end phone experience. This Samsung model has a very pleasing OLED

smartphones that are the current norm might be tempted by the Choice

display measuring 6.5 inches with 2400 x 1080 resolution that is bright and clear

Buy Apple iPhone 13 Mini. Positively compact by today’s standards and very

with great readability in all lighting conditions, including strong sunlight. The

lightweight at 141g, Apple’s mini version has a 5.4-inch display with 1080 x

Gorilla Glass screen is reassuringly durable and scratch resistant as well as being

2340 resolution that is as gorgeous to view and as comfortable to read as

very responsive, making navigation smooth and seamless aided by the speedy

the screens of its larger siblings. With the same powerful A15 processor as is

Qualcomm Snapdragon 778G processor. This is an intuitive and user-friendly

used on the iPhone Pros and backed by 4GB of RAM, this phone is no slouch

device and sound quality via the stereo speakers is great, whether you are listening

when it comes to smooth and speedy operation and navigation is as intuitive

to music or taking a call. There are four cameras on the rear of the screen - a 64MP

as ever. Despite its smaller size, the 13 Mini has the same camera setup as

wide lens, 12MP ultra-wide lens, 5MP macro lens and 5MP depth lens - and plenty

on the full-size iPhone 13, with two MP cameras on the rear and the addition

of settings and modes are provided along with effective optical image stabilisation

of sensor shift image stabilisation, a choice of ‘photographic styles’ and a

to help you take great photos and video footage. When unlocking this Samsung

cinematic mode. As with the iPhone 13, the zoom quality is affected by the

phone, you have the option of a nicely fast face recognition system or the slightly

lack of a telephoto lens. Battery life did not impress, with testers measuring 23

slower fingerprint sensor integrated into the display. Battery life is not overly

hours at maximum brightness, though it manages up to 32 hours if the screen

impressive at 33 hours at full brightness and dimming the screen won’t extend

is dimmed. With no micro-SD card slot, if the 128GB of onboard storage on the

the running time by much. There is 128GB of onboard storage, of which 99GB is

tested model is not sufficient for your needs, 256GB and 512GB versions are

available to users, and this can be increased via the micro-SD card slot.

available for €890 and €1180, respectively.
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9. Samsung Galaxy S21+ €1,080

10. Samsung Galaxy S21 €800

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S21+ expands the dimensions of the Galaxy

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S21 combines speedy processing with a dazzling

S21 to provide the same great specifications and capabilities in a larger package.

display, excellent camera capabilities and straightforward operation for a great

With a 6.7-inch display, there is plenty of room to appreciate the vibrant and

user experience. The 6.2-inch OLED screen with 1080 x 2400 resolution and a high

dazzling 1080 x 2400 resolution OLED display, which alters the brightness levels

120Hz refresh rate is wonderfully sharp and clear, with brightness levels adjusting

automatically to suit changing lighting conditions and ensure that the screen is

to the ambient lighting ensuring great readability even in strong sunlight. With the

easy to read even in strong sunlight. The Samsung Exynos 2100 processor with

same Exynos 2100 processor as the Galaxy S20 but with 8GB compared to 12GB

8GB of RAM delivers plenty of power for seamless operation no matter what tasks

on its predecessor, the S21 nonetheless has ample power to handle multiple apps,

you need to perform and the user-friendly experience is enhanced by the extremely

intensive gaming and more. On the rear of this device are a 12MP wide lens, a 64MP

responsive touchscreen and logical menus and settings that are a breeze to

telephoto lens and a 12MP ultra-wide lens that combine to produce great quality

navigate. The built-in speakers produce strong and balanced stereo sound and

photos and video that are rich in detail and vibrant colours in all environments

call clarity is also great. On the rear of this device, the camera setup comprises of

and with zoom quality that outperforms most other phone cameras. On the front

a 12MP wide lens, a 12MP ultra-wide lens and a 64MP telephoto lens that works

is a 10MP selfie camera that also does a great job. Battery life is no more than

well to retain resolution when you are zoomed in. Overall, photo quality is excellent,

average, managing 22.5 hours on maximum brightness and a little more when the

with few issues even in low light and video footage impressed testers aided by the

screen is dimmed. You can unlock this phone using either the swift and reliable

effective image stabilisation and autofocus feature. With its bigger frame, the

face scanner or the slightly slower fingerprint scanner integrated into the display.

S21+ can house a larger battery than the S21, which translates into 25.5 hours of

The S21 provides 128GB of onboard storage and this cannot be expanded as the

running time on full brightness and it takes a lengthy 3.5 hours to recharge.

manufacturer has not included a micro-SD card slot on this model.

rocess

Useful contacts
Apple Ireland Ltd
1800 804 062
apple.com/ie

11. Oppo Find X3 Lite €430
The Choice Buy Oppo Find X3 Lite is a mid-range smartphone that offers speedy

Oppo
tel 1800 851114
oppo.com/ie/

performance, long battery life and straightforward operation. The 6.4-inch display
with 1080 x 2400 resolution is a particular pleasure to view with balanced colours
and rich detail, and it is easily readable even on very sunny days. The Qualcomm
Snapdragon 765G processor with 8GB of RAM keeps everything running smoothly

Samsung
tel 0818 717 100
samsung.com/ie

and seamlessly and the touchscreen is nicely responsive. A very intuitive interface
makes navigation through menus, settings and more a very uncomplicated
experience and you have the option of using either face recognition or a fingerprint
scanner to unlock the device, with both working swiftly and reliably. The camera

Sony
tel 0818 717 100
samsung.com/ie

capabilities are not as impressive as those of our other current Choice Buys but
they are still decent with a 64MP wide, 8MP ultra-wide, 2MP macro and 2MP
black-and-white lenses on the rear and a 32MP wide-lens camera on the front.
Video footage is aided by effective image stabilisation and a 10x zoom. Battery life
is pretty good, with 32 hours of running time at full brightness, extending to 43.5
hours if you dim the screen and a full recharge takes a super-swift 39 minutes.
This Oppo model comes with 128GB of onboard storage and, with no memory card
slot, you will not be able to increase this.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE

Best price
pre-pay (€)

Operating
system

Weight
(g)

Screen
size
(inches)

Screen
resolution

Resolution of main
rear camera/s (MP)

Front-facing
camera
resolution (MP)

Internal
storage
(GB)

Camera and
video (25%)

Display (15%)

Performance
(10%)

Ease of use
(5%)

Battery
(15%)

Sound (10%)

Durability
(10%)

Capabilities
(5%)

Calling (2%)

Security (2%)

Privacy (1%)

%

1

Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max

1,180

iOS 15.0.1

240

6.7

1284x2778

12/12/12

12

128























81

2

Sony Xperia 5 II

960

Android 11

162

6.1

1080x2520

12/12/12

8

128























81

3

Apple iPhone 13 Pro

1,080

iOS 15.0.1

204

6.1

1170x2532

12/12/12

12

128























80

4

Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra

1,220

Android 11

229

6.8

1440x3200

108/12/12/12

40

128























79

5

Oppo Find X3 Pro

1,320

Android 11

197

6.7

1440x3216

50/50/13/3

32

256























78

6

Apple iPhone 13

850

iOS 15.0.1

175

6.1

1170x2532

12/12

12

128























78

7

Samsung Galaxy A52s

470

Android 11

189

6.5

1080x2400

64/12/5/5

32

128























77

8

Apple iPhone 13 Mini

760

iOS 15.0.1

141

5.4

1080x2340

12/12

12

128























75

9

Samsung Galaxy S21+

1,080

Android 11

201

6.7

1080x2400

12/64/12

10

128























74

10 Samsung Galaxy S21

800

Android 11

171

6.2

1080x2400

12/64/12

10

128























74

11

Oppo Find X3 Lite

430

Android 11

174

6.4

1080x2400

64/8/2/2

32

128























73

12

Motorola Edge 20 Lite

310

Android 11

186

6.7

1080x2400

108/8/2

32

128























72

13

Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3

1,710

Android 11

277

7.6

1768x2208

12/12/12

10

256























71

14

Motorola Edge 20 Pro

780

Android 11

187

6.7

1080x2400

108/16/8

32

256























71

15

Samsung Galaxy Z Flip3

1,010

Android 11

187

6.7

1080x2640

12/12

10

128























71

16 Oppo Reno4 Pro

780

Android 10

171

6.6

1080x2400

48/12/13

32

256























70

17

Oppo A74

290

Android 11

191

6.5

1080x2400

48/8/2

16

128























69

18

Motorola Edge 20

520

Android 11

165

6.7

1080x2400

108/16/8

32

128























69

19 Samsung A32

280

Android 11

204

6.5

720x1600

48/8/5/2

13

64























69

20 Oppo A54

230

Android 11

191

6.5

1080x2400

48/8/2/2

16

64























69

21

400

Android 10

183

6.4

1080x2400

48/8/2

32

128























68

22 Oppo A53

170

Android 10

187

6.5

720x1600

13/2/2

8

64























67

23 Motorola Moto G30

180

Android 11

203

6.5

720x1600

64/8/2/2

13

128























67

24 Samsung Galaxy A22

240

Android 11

204

6.6

1080x2408

48/8/2

8

64























67

25 Motorola Moto G9 Power

210

Android 10

223

6.8

720x1640

64/2/2

16

128























65

26 Motorola Moto G10

150

Android 11

203

6.5

720x1600

48/8/2/2

8

64























65

27 Huawei P Smart 2021

220

Android 10

207

6.7

1080x2400

48/8/2/2

8

128























64

28 Samsung Galaxy A12

190

Android 10

205

6.5

720x1600

48/8/5/2

8

64























62

29 Oppo A15

140

Android 10

177

6.5

720x1600

13/2/2

5

32























61

30 Nokia G20

140

Android 11

199

6.5

720x1600

2/5/2/2

8

64























60

31

140

Android 10

183

6.4

720x1520

48/5/2/2

16

64























59

32 Alcatel 1S (2021)

100

Android 11

190

6.5

720x1600

13/2/2

5

32























55

33 Motorola Moto E7

110

Android 10

187

6.5

720x1600

48/2

5

32























52

Oppo Reno4

Nokia 5.4
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USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Best price pre-pay: The lowest available
Pay-As-You-Go price. Prices are provided for
the lowest specification model, generally with
the lowest available memory option. Contract
prices will vary.
Operating system: The operating system that
comes on the tested device. This can often
be upgraded to a newer version as it becomes
available.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in inches.
Weight: Including SIM card and battery in
grams.
Internal storage: The internal storage available
on the tested version of the device. The
available storage will be less than this when
the space used by the operating system and
any pre-installed apps is taken into account.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Camera and video: Rating includes the front
and rear cameras’ versatility and ease of use
as well as the quality of photos taken and
the picture and audio recording quality of the
video function.
Display: Rating for the size and visual quality
of the display, including brightness, contrast,
readability in various lighting conditions,
and viewing angle as well as for the
responsiveness of the touchscreen.
Performance: Rating for the speed of the
processor when web surfing and uploading
and downloading files and for the stated
storage of the device.
Ease of use: Rating for the ease of use of the
menu configuration, web browsing, and the
camera and texting functions, as well as for
the placement and illumination of buttons and
the range of unlocking mechanisms on offer.
Battery: Rating for the length of battery life on
a full charge when calling and web browsing
and on standby as well as operational time
after a quick 15-minute charge and for
charging versatility.
Sound: Rating includes the audio quality from
the built-in speakers, the availability of stereo
sound and the volume capabilities.
Durability: Rating for the build quality of
the device and its shock, scratch and water
resistance.
Capabilities: Rating for the range of ports
and slots available on the handset, the
connectivity options and the sensors on offer.
Calling: Rating for the general ease of use of
making calls and the sound quality of calls
made and received, with and without ambient
noise.
Security: Rating for how strong the security
features are and how well they protect the
user’s data in terms of password protection,
biometric unlocking options, encryption and
software and security updates.
Privacy: Rating for how well the device
safeguards the user’s privacy, including
the clarity of the terms and conditions and
data protection policies and the amount of
information required to create an account
with the brand.
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INDEX 2019 - 2021

Consumer Choice
Index 2019-2021

This index covers reports in the past three years’ issues of Consumer
Choice. Each entry shows the year and month of publication followed by
the page number. 							

A

Year

Month

Page

2021

Sept

5

Coffee machines

2020

June

22

July/Aug 13

Collector coins

2020

Feb

10

2019

July/Aug 10

Collective redress

2020

July/Aug 10

2019

July/Aug 5

Complaints resolution - Ombudsman Offices

2019

July/Aug 17

ComReg complaints resolution

2021

March

13

ComReg connectivity survey

2021

May

9

Consumer Electronics Show 2020

2020

Feb

9

Month

Page

2019

Sept

13

Airline passenger rights

2020

May

11

Alcohol-free beverages

2021

ANEC presidency
Antibiotic resistance

B

C (ctd.)

Coeliac Society back-to-school hub

Year

Advance healthcare directives

Page

Year

Month

Back-to-school allowance increases

2019

July/Aug 7

Consumer Protection Outlook 2021 Report

2021

April

6

Back-to-school borrowing

2021

July/Aug 23

Consumer rights post-Brexit

2021

Feb

6

Back-to-school costs

2020

July/Aug 20

Consumer rights - Brexit

2019

April

6

Barbecues - food safety

2020

July/Aug 14

Consumer rights - event cancellations

2020

April

10

Batteries on test

2020

Dec/Jan

9

Consumer rights myths

2019

Oct

6

Blenders

2021

March

19

Consumer scams

2019

Nov

6

Blenders

2019

May

19

Consumer scams

2019

March

6

Blood donation

2021

April

10

Consumer trends - renting

2019

Dec/Jan

27

Brain health

2020

March

5

Contactless payment trends

2020

Sept

7

Brexit and postal services

2019

Sept

8

Cooker hobs

2020

Sept

17

Brexit - potential consumer impact

2020

March

6

Cooker hoods

2021

May

24

Budget 2021

2020

Nov

16

Cooker hoods

2020

April

22

Budget 2020

2019

Oct

16

Cordless vacuum cleaners

2020

Dec/Jan

32

Built-in ovens

2020

Dec/Jan

36

Cordless vacuum cleaners

2019

Nov

18

Built-in ovens

2019

Oct

19

Cost of a healthy food basket

2019

Sept

5

Button batteries - risks

2019

Dec/Jan

5

Counterfeit goods - consumer risks

2021

Sept

8

Buying online - consumer rights

2020

Nov

11

Covid-19 impact on consumer behaviour

2021

July/Aug 18

Buying second-hand goods

2019

July/Aug 15

Covid-19 scams

2020

April

7

Credit union current accounts

2019

Nov

15

Credit union loan options

2021

May

17

Credit union loan

2020

July/Aug 7

C

Year

Month

Page

Current account fees

2020

Nov

7

Calories on menus

2019

Nov

5

Customs charges post-Brexit

2021

Feb

10

Cannabis edibles - risks to children

2021

Nov

10

Car safety - Euro NCAP Test Results 2019 2020

Feb

20

Car safety - Euro NCAP Test Results 2018 2019

Feb

21

Page

Cashless society - pros and cons

2019

June

6

CE marking for toys

2021

March

10

Central Bank investor protection measures 2019

July/Aug 22

D

Year

Month

Date marking of food

2021

July/Aug 11

Deliveries and returns - consumer rights

2019

March

Dietary advice on Twitter

2021

July/Aug 5

11

Central Bank unauthorised firms

2020

Feb

7

Digital cameras

2020

July/Aug 28

Central Bank warning

2019

April

7

Digital thermometers

2020

June

10

Charger safety

2021

Feb

8

Directory enquiry service charges

2021

Feb

12

Charitable giving in Ireland

2021

March

7

Dishwashers

2021

Oct

19

Childcare supports

2020

June

16

Dishwashers

2020

June

19

Child car seat recall

2020

May

9

Dishwashers

2019

April

17

Child car seats

2020

Dec/Jan

41

Driving - Covid-19 impact

2020

Sept

12

Child car seats

2019

July/Aug 39

Driving licences - Brexit impact

2020

Sept

7

Choice Buy Roundup 2020

2020

Dec/Jan

15

Choice Buy Roundup 2019

2019

Dec/Jan

17

Christmas dinner food safety

2020

Dec/Jan

13
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E

Page

Year

Month

Ebook readers

2020

July/Aug 26

Ebook readers

2019

Sept

E-cigarettes - unidentified chemicals

2021

E-cigarettes - risks
E-commerce website irregularities

F (ctd.)

Year

Month

Page

Fresh vs frozen fruit and veg

2020

Oct

10

16

Fridge freezers

2021

June

21

Nov

8

Fridge freezers

2020

July/Aug 34

2019

Oct

5

Fridge freezers

2019

Sept

2019

May

6

Fridges

2921

July/Aug 43

Electricity and gas market - switching providers

2020

July/Aug 22

Fridges

2020

May

16

Electricity prices and charges

2020

Oct

7

Fridges

2019

May

23

Electric scooter legislation outlook

2021

April

12

FSPO decisions

2020

Oct

12

Electric vehicles grant scheme

2021

May

6

FSPO decisions - tracker mortgages

2020

April

12

Energy bills - complaints

2021

Sept

7

Energy bills - Covid-19 supports

2020

May

7

Energy customer protections

2020

April

13

Energy drinks

2019

Dec/Jan

12

Page

Energy label

2019

April

9

Energy saving tips

2020

May

Energy switching

2021

Oct

Environmentally friendly cars

2019

ESTA overcharging

G

20

Year

Month

Gas and electricity market - switching providers

2020

July/Aug 22

7

Geo-blocking regulation

2019

Feb

7

7

Gift voucher legislation

2019

Dec/Jan

10

April

12

Gift voucher rules

2019

Dec/Jan

7

2019

June

7

Gluten-free snacks and diets

2020

March

11

EU consumer policy

2020

Dec/Jan

10

Green home improvement loans

2021

July/Aug 24

EU energy label - lamps

2021

Oct

10

Green NCAP Results

2019

April

12

EU energy labels

2020

Dec/Jan

24

Grocery shopping online

2021

March

14

EU energy labelling improvements

2021

March

9

EU Farm to Fork Strategy

2020

July/Aug 12

Euro NCAP Test Results 2020

2021

Feb

18

Euro NCAP Test Results 2019

2020

Feb

20

Euro NCAP Test Results 2018

2019

Feb

21

Event cancellations - consumer rights

2020

April

E-workers' allowable costs

2020

Exchanging old and damaged money
Export/import figures

F

H

Year

Month

Page

Headphones

2020

Nov

22

10

Headphones

2019

Dec/Jan

36

Dec/Jan

6

Health expenses - tax savings

2020

April

16

2021

Nov

7

Health insurance policy review

2020

Dec/Jan

7

2019

March

7

Health insurance premium increases

2019

July/Aug 6

Healthy eating for under-fives

2020

Sept

10

Healthy food basket costs

2021

Oct

5

Healthy portion sizes

2020

Dec/Jan

5
12

Year

Month

Page

High-protein bars

2019

Dec/Jan

Fake reviews

2019

Dec/Jan

24

Holiday food safety

2019

July/Aug 11

Financial abuse survey

2019

Dec/Jan

7

Home brewing

2021

July/Aug 15

Financial elder abuse

2019

June

16

Home composting

2020

July/Aug 18

Financial Services Ombudsman decisions

2021

March

6

Home energy upgrades - grants

2019

Oct

10

Financial Services Ombudsman decisions

2019

June

12

Home insurance sector developments

2021

Sept

14

Financial stress - students

2021

Oct

6

Hotel booking sites - misleading practices

2019

Oct

7

Fitness trackers

2021

Oct

24

Fitness watches and trackers

2019

June

23

Food allergen alerts

2020

April

5

Food labelling

2019

May

8

Food labelling developments

2020

Dec/Jan

Food labelling reforms

2021

Food portion sizes

I

Year

Month

Page

Import/export figures

2019

March

7

11

Induction hobs

2020

Sept

17

March

5

Insurance consumer rights

2020

Oct

6

2020

Dec/Jan

5

Insurance refunds

2020

May

6

Food processors and mixers

2021

Nov

18

Insurance implications of Brexit

2019

March

14

Food processors and mixers

2019

July/Aug 24

Investment scams

2020

Dec/Jan

30

FSAI enforcement orders 2020

2021

Feb

5

Irish Water First Fix Scheme

2021

May

8

FSAI enforcement orders 2019

2020

Feb

5

FSAI enforcement orders 2018

2019

Feb

5

Food safety - barbecues

2020

July/Aug 14

Page

Food safety complaints in 2020

2021

April

5

Food safety - emergencies

2020

Nov

Food storage advice

2020

May

Food supplements

2020

Sept

5

Fraud - debit and credit card scams

2021

May

7
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K

Year

Month

Kettles

2021

July/Aug 28

10

Kindle and Kobo ebook readers

2020

July/Aug 26

12

Kindle and Kobo ebook readers

2019

Sept

16
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L

P

Page

Year

Month

Parcel delivery in Ireland

2021

July/Aug 9

22

Passenger rights

2020

May

11

21

Pension gender gap

2019

Oct

14

April

21

Personal finance - Covid-19 impact

2020

April

6

2019

Nov

13

Personal injuries claims

2019

April

14

Living wills

2019

Sept

13

Personal injury guidelines

2021

June

15

‘Lo call’ numbers - new regulations

2019

Dec/Jan

6

Personal insolvency amendments

2021

July/Aug 7

‘Lo call’ numbers - upcoming regulations

2019

Feb

10

Pesticide residues in EU food

2021

June

5

Local producers and retailers

2020

Feb

14

Pharmacy emergency regulations

2020

May

5

Phthalates in toys

2019

May

5

Plant-based fermented beverages

2021

Nov

5

Portable speakers

2020

Oct

17

Year

Month

Page

Laptops

2021

March

24

Laptops

2019

Nov

Lawnmowers

2021

April

Lawnmowers

2019

Legal services - complaints and costs

M

Year

Month

Page

Premium rate services

2020

June

13

Medical expenses - tax savings

2020

April

16

Premium rate services refunds

2021

April

7

Medicine disposal

2020

Oct

5

Premium rate text charges

2020

Feb

7

Microwave ovens

2021

June

18

Printers

2021

Sept

21

Microwave ovens

2019

Dec/Jan

32

Printers

2020

May

21

Minimum wage increase

2021

Nov

6

Private health insurance figures

2021

June

6

Misleading practices on hotel booking sites

2019

Oct

7

Product recall - tumble dryers

2019

Sept

10

Mobile banking services

2019

Dec/Jan

26

Property fraud - consumer protections

2021

March

17

Moneylenders - regulations and advice

2019

Sept

14

Property services - consumer protections

2021

Feb

15

Moneylending rules

2020

July/Aug 6

Pushchairs

2020

Oct

21

Money muling dangers

2021

Sept

6

Pushchairs

2019

Oct

25

Mortgage approval/drawdown figures

2019

March

7

Mortgage applications - Covid-19 impact

2020

May

14

Mortgage arrears figures

2019

April

7

Mortgage payment breaks

2020

Sept

6

Mortgage payments - Covid-19 supports

2020

Oct

Mortgage preparation

2019

Mortgages - borrower age

R

Year

Month

Page

Rail passenger rights

2020

March

10

15

Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan interest rate

2020

March

7

Feb

6

Recycling responsibly

2019

Nov

10

2020

Nov

14

Remote working - financial impact

2020

Sept

15

Mortgage switching activity

2020

Nov

6

Re-usable alternatives to plastics

2020

Feb

10

Mortgage switching survey

2020

Feb

6

Roaming charges update

2021

Feb

7

Motoring - Covid-19 impact

2020

Sept

12

Robot lawnmowers

2021

May

20

Motor insurance implications of Brexit

2019

March

14

Robot vacuum cleaners

2021

Sept

18

Motor insurance - new transparency rules

2019

Nov

7

Motor insurance sector developments

2021

Sept

14
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Month

Page

National Car Tests - Covid-19 impact

2020

Sept

Natural deodorants

2021

New Consumer Agenda

N

S

Year

Month

Page

safefood research - supermarket special offers

2019

April

10

12

safefood START campaign - treats

2021

June

5

Oct

12

Savings accounts and options

2021

Oct

15

2020

Dec/Jan

10

Saving accounts

2019

May

15

Non-geographic numbers - final phase

2021

Nov

8

SEAI home energy grants

2019

Oct

10

Non-geographic numbers - regulations

2019

Feb

10

Second-hand purchases - consumer rights

2019

July/Aug 15

Nutrition labelling developments

2020

Dec/Jan

11

Shopping - consumer rights

2020

Nov

11

Nutritional recommendations for over 65s

2021

June

10

Shopping locally

2020

Feb

14

Slow cookers

2020

March

15

Smart appliances

2020

Nov

9

Smart meters for electricity customers

2021

March

8

O

Page

Year

Month

Ombudsman Offices - complaints resolution

2019

July/Aug 17

Smartphones

2020

Dec/Jan

46

Online banking services

2019

Dec/Jan

26

Smartphones

2019

Dec/Jan

43

Online fake reviews

2019

Dec/Jan

24

Smartwatches

2019

July/Aug 28

Online prescriptions from UK post-Brexit

2021

Feb

5

Soft plastic packaging

2021

Oct

8

Online shopping - .ie websites

2021

April

16

Soup makers

2019

Dec/Jan

29

Online shopping precautions

2021

Nov

11

Sports nutrition for teenagers

2019

Sept

11

Online supermarket shopping

2021

March

14

Stand mixers and food processors

2019

July/Aug 24

Outdoor heating options

2021

June

12

State savings products - interest rate cuts

2021

March

7

Ovens

2019

Oct

19

Stay and Spend Scheme

2020

Oct

7
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Year
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Page

Steam irons

2020

Feb

16

Under-age drinking survey

2020

March

5

Student financial pressures

2021

Oct

6

Unauthorised financial firms warnings

2020

June

7

Supermarket Basket Survey

2019

May

10

Unauthorised financial firms warnings

2019

June

7

Summer camp survey

2021

May

13

Unhealthy special offers

2019

April

10

Sustainable smartphones eco rating

2021

Sept

12

Unused medicine disposal

2020

Oct

5

Switching mortgage provider

2019

Feb

7

Utility bills - Covid-19 supports

2020

May

7

T

V

Year

Month

Page

Tablet PCs

2021

Nov

22

Year

Month

Page

Tax guide - Budget 2022

2021

Nov

15

Vacuum cleaners

2020

Nov

19

Tax guide - Budget 2021

2020

Nov

16

Vacuum cleaners

2019

Feb

17

Tax guide - Budget 2020

2019

Oct

16

Vacuum cleaners - cordless

2019

Nov

18

Tax outlook

2021

June

7

VAT rules - online shopping

2021

July/Aug 6

Tax savings - credits and reliefs

2019

Feb

15

Vegetarian meat substitutes

2021

May

5

Teeth whitening - unsafe products

2021

Sept

10

Vegetarian/vegan food labelling

2019

Dec/Jan

11

Teeth whitening

2019

July/Aug 13

Vulnerable customers - utilities

2019

Dec/Jan

21

Television license requirements

2019

July/Aug 7

Televisions

2021

Feb

23

Televisions

2020

March

19

Televisions

2019

March

20

Tenancy rights

2019

May

7

Page

Tenancy rights - Covid-19 supports

2020

June

6

Third-level education costs

2020

March

Ticket touting ban

2021

Sept

Tipping culture

2019

July/Aug 20

Tips and gratuities - upcoming legislation

2021

Nov

Toy product recalls

2019

Toys - CE marking

2021

Tracker mortgage complaints

W

Year

Month

Walking technique - tips

2020

July/Aug 16

13

Washer-dryers

2021

April

18

7

Washer-dryers

2019

June

19

Washing machine recalls

2020

May

9

7

Washing machines

2021

July/Aug 32

May

5

Washing machines

2020

April

16

March

10

Washing machines

2019

March

18

2020

April

12

Waste reduction at home

2020

Feb

12

Treat foods and children's health

2019

June

10

Weather-related emergencies - food safety

2020

Nov

10

Tumble dryers

2021

July/Aug 37

Wills and charitable donations

2021

Oct

7

Tumble dryers

2020

July/Aug 39

Wireless home speakers

2020

Sept

22

Tumble dryers

2019

July/Aug 33

Workplace wellbeing

2019

March

5

Tumble dryers - product recall

2019

Sept

10

World Consumer Rights Day

2019

March

10

TV streaming services

2020

Dec/Jan

21

World Food Safety Day

2019

July/Aug 5

TV licence email scam

2019

Dec/Jan

6

Tyres - new energy label

2021

July/Aug 8
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